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PREFACE
A large number of State and Federal experiment stations,
universities, and Federal. State , and private resource management organizations have participated in the IJSDA Forest
Service's Integrated Pest -Management Research, Development and Applications Program for Bark Beetles of Southern
Pines (IPM Program) and in Southern Region-sponsored State
demonstration projects since 1980. The objectives of both of
these accelerated efforts have been to more fully utilize available knowledge and to develop or improve and demonstrate
methods for detecting, evaluating, predicting, preventing. and
suppressing losses due to the five bark beetle species and
three tree-killing pathogens affecting southern pines.
Nearing the completion of the IPM Program, we thought it
appropriate to review and synthesize the results of the transfer efforts of the IPM Program and the Southern Region.

Activities during the past 5 years have concentrated on
planning, executing, packaging, and disseminating a substantial amount of new or improved technology. This involved
individual and collective efforts of many Federal and State
pest management and forestry specialists as well as those of
representatives of Federal. State. industry. and university organizations who developed the technology or provided advice
on its use.
The information presented here is for the benefit of those
interested not only in the approach that was used in technology transfer but also in the results from a variety of transfer
activities across the South. The IPM Program and Southern
Region Forest Pest Management staffs are indebted to this
publication's editors and the chapter authors for their contributions.
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BACKGROUNDANDAPPROACH
Gerard D. Hertel, Garland N. Mason, Robert C. Thatcher, and Susan J. ~ranharn'
Occasionally, regional or national problems arise that
require and benefit from accelerated research and development efforts. Such programs are usually undertaken in response
to the need for more adequate technology to deal with a
specific issue. Large numbers of individuals in many disciplines and organizations are brought together to address the
topic of concern. Within the established time frame. research,
development, and applications activities are completed and
the new technology incorporated into operational programs
as rapidly as possible.
This report describes how one such accelerated effort provided more effective ways of dealing with a regional problem
involving five bark beetle species and three tree-killing diseases affecting southern pine forests, and how this information was delivered to its ultimate users through an aggressive
technology transfer effort.

BACKGROUND
In the early 1970's, the southern pine beetle (SPB) was in
epidemic status across the South. Resource managers and
landowners expressed a need for new or improved means for
dealing with this pest. Robert Long, then Assistant Secretary
of Agriculture, asked the U. S . Department of Agriculture's
Cooperative State Research Service and the Forest Service to
pool their resources to plan and undertake an aggressive
research and development program. Congress appropriated
funds for this purpose in fiscal year 1975, and the 5-year
Expanded Southern Pine Beetle Research and Applications
Program (ESPBRAP) was initiated in February of that year.
The next 5-1!2 years of the ESPBRAP significantly advanced our understanding of SPB populations and the forests
in which they occur. Federal, State, university, and industry
specialists worked together to provide new or improved methods for dealing with this major regional pest problem.
Continuing interest and support led to approval of a second
5-year accelerated program in fiscal year 1981. The Integrated Pest Management (IPM) Research, Development and
'Respectively, Program Manager for Gypsy Moth Research, Northeastern
Forest Expenment Station, Broomall, PA; Project Leader, Northeastern Forest Expenment Station, Morgantown, WV; Program Manager, and WriterEditor, IPM Program, Southern Forest Experiment Station, Pineviile, LA,
USDA Forest Service. The principal author was Applications Coordinator
and the second author Research Coordinator for the IPM Program when this
work was conducted.

Applications Program for Bark Beetles of Southern Pines was
charged with completing and transferring the technology resulting from ESPBRAP and developing new or improved methods for dealing with a complex of bark beetles and treekilling diseases affecting southern pines. This complex comprises southern pine beetle, three species of Ips engraver
beetles. black turpentine beetle, fusifom rust, annosus root rot,
and littleleaf disease. (For scientific names, see appendix I.)

IPM PROGRAM GOALS AND OUTPUTS
The Southern Region of the Association of State College
and University Forestry Research Organizations (now known
as the National Association of Professional Forestry Schools
and Colleges) and the Forest Service organized a planning
team in 1978 to identify current and future forest pest research
and application needs in the South. Their report was further
reviewed and commented upon by State, Forest Service,
consulting, and industrial representatives. A technical committee was subsequently appointed to develop a 5-year plan
that would guide the conduct of research, development, and
applications efforts. That document was, in turn, reviewed
by researchers, specialists, foresters, and administrators representing the southern forest research and applications cornmunity.
The resulting plan was structured around six target areas.
Program management later described 17 measurable outputs
(see appendix 11, item I) and one or more research or application final products for each output. The outputs were further
defined for each funded project. An assessment was made as
to how these project outputs contributed to the completion of
specific Program final products and to whom (specific user
groups) the completed technology should ultimately be
directed.

AUDIENCE IDENTIFICATIOPNi
The users of technology developed through the IPM Program were defined primarily as owners and managers of pine
timberlands. Program management recognized early that it
was neither possible nor desirable for the Prograrn to deal
directly with this entire group. It was clear that many forestry
organizations already had effective means for communicating
with their clients. The Program, therefore, targeted as its
direct audience the State and Private Forestry Organization of

the Forest Service's Southern Regon. Secondary organnzarions included National Forest and other Fecjerat iagency
regional offices, State forestry organizations. the Cooperative Extension Service, and major timber compantes s i t h
pest nlanagsment specialibts. Their communrcation netuork
capabilities pemitted the Program to dtrecr new technolog?

Figure 1-Flow

to a fa~rlyIimmted number of organi~ationswho, rn turn,
passed it on In original or revised form to a large number of
fandoctnsrs and manager5 in the South with mhom they already
had proksslonal contacts. This d~stribution\ystern 1s ~llustrated below:

of new technology from the IPM Program to vdrictu\ uw-4

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER APPROACHES
Several approaches were employed to provide research and
development results to transfer agents and, on occasion,
directly to forestry users. An abbreviated but very effective
means of keeping a large audience informed on a very tirnelq
basis was through the Prograrn newsletter$-the Southern
Pine Beetle News (ESPBRAP) and Pest Management News
(IPM). On the average, 4 to 6 newsletters were mailed out to
2,000-plus readers each year. Other approaches included direct
user involvement in the planning and execution of R&D
projects; the preparation of technology transfer plans as a part
of R&D proposals; involvement of R&D investigators in the
technology transfer process (e.g., involvement in technology
transfer teams, field and pilot studies); preparation, packaging,
and delivery of written and visual materials to specialists and

in

the South

organizations; participation in training and professional society activities; and "hands-on" experience with computerized
information management and decision support systems as
well as involvement in the orgdnization and conduct of demonstration projects.

Technology Transfer Plans
Funded investigators submitted an applications plan as a
part of their original plan of work and budget (see example in
appendix 111). In these plans, investigators interacted with
potential users and learned to recognize that the effective
transfer of knowledge from research to use involves six steps:
1 ) Defining the message (what do we want to say'!); 2) defining the audience (with whom do we wish to communicate?);
3) defining the objective(s) (why do we want to reach the

Figure %Planning

for the transfer of knowledge from research to application.

audience and when?); 4) defining the working team (who will
be most effective in communicating the message?); 5 ) defining the media (what methods of communication will be used?);
and 6) defining the evaluation criteria (was the transfer successfully completed?).

User Involvement
As part of the technology transfer plan, investigators were
encouraged to identify the users or user groups to whom
research products would be directed and to involve them in
the plann~ngand execution of the research. This involvement
ensured that the final product would be ' "user compatible. It
also greatly accelerated the technology transfer process because
little modification was required for immediate application
and users had confidence in the technology through their own
involvement in its development.
Encouraging user involvernen";lso resulted in closer working relationships among researchers who were themselves
often users of research products. It also allowed close
collaboration with Federal and State pest management specialists in plot selection, data collection, and interpretation of
results, and it facilitated commitments of additional industrial,
State, and Federal manpower and other resources to accomplish larger tasks that would otherwise be impossible with
limited resources.
"

Figure Moltaboration between Federal foresters in plot selection
and data collect~on.

Investigator Research and Development Aetiviti'es
In addition to involving users directly in planning research
and development activities, investigators were encouraged to

participate in local prot'essional society activities, to chair or
participate in working group or technology transfer team
activities. or to develop user-oriented audio-visual programs,
publ~catisns,management grrideIlnes, or other training aids
in order to accelerate the packaging and/or distribution of
results from each project.

ficlznslogy Transfir Teams
Experience in ESPBRAP revealed that technology transfer
teams can be effectively used to facilitate the exchange of
ideas, identifi?: research results ready for transfer. devise
innovatit-e approaches for developing and disseminating
infomlation, and identify indiv~duaismost capable of carryrng out these responsibiiities. To a lesser extent, this idea was
used in the ZPM Program. Technologq transfer teams actlte
during ESPBRAP and the 1PiV Program are listed in appendix 11, item 2.

Preparation and Paekcsging of Materials
Often good infomation fails to reach an intended audience
because it is not properly packaged. Program management in
ESPBRAP and 1PM used many approaches to package or
othenvise display and make available the results from research
and development activities. These are tabulated in appendix
II, item 3.

Figure &Handbooks,

A complete listing of USDA Forest Service pubtications
and visual aids developed with ESPBRAP. IPM, and S&PF
support is presented in appendix 11, item 4. The availability
of these materials has been widely publicized in the professional forestry media. The Southern Region took responsibility for distributing all Agriculture Handbooks and southern
pine beetle fact sheets; the ESPBRAP and IPM Programs
distributed Technical Bulletins, General Technical Reports,
and Program newsletters.
Some of the more applied Agriculture Handbooks have
been assembled in a three-ring, indexed binder titled the
"Forester's Handbook for Reducing Bark Beetle and DiseaseCaused Losses in Southern Pines."' This notebook has been
distributed to State, industrial, and Federal foresters. and Federal and State pest management specialists. It has proven
very useful. and its widespread popuiarity has led to further
reproduction and distribution under the auspices of the National
Association s f State Foresters through the Texas Forest
Service.
The IPAMProgranl has given special emphasis to using
popular journals to reach southern foresters. A partial listing
of professional journals in w h ~ c harticles have appeared
includes the Sourherrz Lumberman, Southern Journal of
Applied Forestry, Forest Farmer, The Consultant, and Forests cmd People. (See specific references in appendix II, item
4.)

newsletters, technical bulletins, and fact sheet5 transfer results to the user community

LA, in 1982). Team members also presented papers at several national and regional symposia and workshops.
Informatibn M~nagementand Decision SupporS Systems

Figure %"The Forester's Handbook for Reducing Bark Beetle and
Disease-Caused Losses in Southern P~nes"

Training qf Specialists
As the end of the IPM Program approached, it became
apparent that there was a need to make State, Federal, and
Extension specialists aware of the computer- and noncomputerbased models and procedures developed by researchers over
an 8-year span of the two accelerated programs. A listing of
what were considered the most useful models by categories
was prepared (appendix 11, item 5 ) . The physiographic regions
in which the models could be used were then identified. '4
3-ring administrative training manual was developed-"Predicting Southern Pine Beetle and Disease Trends'" (Mason,
Wertel. and Thatcher 1985)-that contained a summary
(description, inputs. outputs, accessibility, sources of additional infomation) for each model. This served as the main
reference source for informal training of Federal and State
pest management specialists. The notebook was updated semiannually and distributed to a broader audience in mid- 1985.
Three formal tra~ningsessions were held in early 1 9 8 6 i n
Georgia, North Carolina, and Louisiana. A total of 22 specialists attended. Practical examples were used and, where
appropriate, each attendee had hands-on experience at a computer terminal. Following the training, the specialists were
asked to use the information themselves, pass it on to others
in their States or areas of operation, and provide feedback to
developers for modification or improvement.
Pa~icipatiorzin Professional Socieo, Association and
Landowner Meetings
The Program management team in both ESPBRAP and
IPiM and cooperating State and Federal pest management
specialists have made an effort to highlight new technology
by developing and presenting displays with special themes at
forestry-related meetings throughout the South. A special effort
has been made to reach foresters through their annual State or
regional Society of American Foresters or forestry association meetings (Texas, Louisiana, iwississippi, Southeastern,
and Appalachian Society of American Foresters) and one
SAF regional technical conference (held in Baton Rouge,

A broad array of computer models for assessing timber
growth, beetle and disease impact, host-pest interactions, and
management actions was developed or assembled through the
two successitie Programs. (A partial list is presented in appendix 11, item 5 ) . The large number and complexity of models
and variation in their geographic applicability made knowfedge of their availability, access, and operation difficult for
users. To heighten user awareness and encourage application
of the new technology, it was apparent that an urgent need
existed to properly package and streamline means for gaining
access to the systems. Several computer models were produced to make this information more accessible, interpretable,
and user-friendly. These included the Integrated Pest Management Decision Key, the Southern Pine Beetle Decision Support System, CLEMBEETLE, and ITEMS (Integrated Timber and Economic Management Simulator).
The Integrated Pest Management Decision Key (IPMDK) was independently developed by pest management specialists in the Southern Region and Southeastern Station
(Anderson and others 1982), which contributed greatly to the
technology transfer needs of the IPM Program. The IPM-DK
is an interactive, user-friendly, microcomputer program that
lists pest management options for the southern pine beetle,
annosus root rot, fusifom rust, littleleaf disease, and other
tree pests. The program considers environmental factors,
economics, geographic location, pest interactions, and a variety of management options. New infomation can be incorporated into the system as it becomes available without waiting
for final publication.
The Southern Pine Beetle Decision Support System
(SPBDSS) developed at Texas A&M (Saunders and others
1985) is an interactive mainframe computer system designed
to help decisionmakers use computerized and noncomputerized
information to solve relative1y unstructured questions. This
system is capable of selecting and operating models in several subject areas-impact , population dynamics, economics,
utilization, and stand growth and yield, Infomation provided
permits the manager to make better decisions concerning different management situations.
The SPBDSS can be used in a number of ways. It can
serve as a retrieval system to access data and models in
response to user requests. Any model can be accessed and
run independently. It can also be used to identify and select
model(s) that would provide infomation most applicable to
the user's local situation. The user can then access, sequence,
and run the models of interest to obtain answers to his
questions. Finally, the DSS can provide automatic selection
and sequencing. After a question is asked, the DSS leads the
user through a series of prompts, selects appropriate models,
asks for necessary input data, runs the models, and displays
the output. To date, 36 rnodels dealing with southern pine
beetle population dynamics, host tree dynamics, stand hazard
rating, economics, impact evaluation, and utilization have
been assembled and made available for the retrieval and model

identification/ selection processes described. Twelve models
have been interactively webbed together for automatic processing.
CLEMBEETLE was developed at Clemson University
(Hedden 1985) to simulate losses from bark beetles and the
effects of management practices on single or multiple stands
for periods as short as a year or as long as a rotation. The
program consists of a series of submodels for estimating the
probability of southern pine beetle spot occurrence, the number of trees killed as a result of spot growth. the growth of
timber stands, and the effect of stand treatment on timber
growth and beetle impact. The program can be run on a
mainframe computer or on one of severaI microcomputersRadio Shack TRS 80, Apple 11, or IBM-PC.
ITEMS antegrated Timber and Economics ,.Management
Simulator) is designed to simulate the performance of pine
stands under varied management regimes and beetle infestation levels (Vasievich and Thompson 1985). The model's
primary application is to test the economic effects of such
management activities as site preparation, stand establishment,
partial cutting, harvesting, and type conversion. The mode1
projects the development of one or more stands over a period
of years and contains components for cost and revenue projections for various management practices as well as routine
accounting functions. Output is in the form of reports for
each year of simulation.
The Fusiform Rust Yield- Slash model (Nance and others
1985) was developed at the Southern Forest Experiment Station to predict yields for unthinned slash pine plantations
infected with fusiform rust. The system is an interactive,
user-friendly, computer program that can be accessed on Forest Service Digital or Data General computers. Rust mortality
functions were developed from data collected in six Southern
States and incorporated into an existing stand growth and
yield model, gnthinnedslash and ~ o b l o l l y_Yields for gutover
Sites in the Eestern Gulf (USLYCOWG). The model require5
rust level input at age 5 and predicts timber yields by diameter
class at rotation age. A similar model is being developed for
unthinned loblolly pine plantations infected with fusiform
rust.

Demonstration Projects
The IPM Program sponrored demonstrat~onprojects In
Texas, Mississippi, Alabama, and South Carolina to provide
a means for transferr~ngnew technology to torest ~ndultrq.
National Forests, consultants, andlor private, non~ndustrial
landowners. In addition to the\e project\, the USDA Fore\t
Service's Southern Region State and Private Forestrq provlded additional funds over a 3-year period ( 198 1 - 83) to
develop, package, and deliver new or inqxoved technology
to landowners with small holding5 in eight Southern State\.
All of these projects achteved a great deal in the area of technology transfer and showed that the demonstration approach
is a very effective means for accomplish~ngit. The sections

that follow sunln~arizework funded by both the Integrated
Pest Management RD&A Program and the Southern Region
to develop. package, and deliver ne\+ technology.
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER THROUGH
DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS
HAZARD RATING STANDS FOR SOU
AND ANNOSUS ROOT ROT

NE BEETLE
MA

James R. Xyiand and Robert C. Kucera"

INTRODUCTION
The two major pests in Alabama's pine resource are the
southern pine beetle (SPB) and annosus root rot (ARR).
Annual rnortality resulting from SPB outbreaks has been valued at an average of $8 million during the last 10 years.
Annual mortality due to ARR has been valued at $2.2 million
over the same period. ARR losses also include a 4 percent
growth reduction of live, infected trees, and this growth loss
coincidentally increases the SPB hazard. Management of the
State's forests offers the best long-term approach for reducing these losses.
The TREASURE Forest Plan is an approach designed to
help the Alabama Forestry Commission forester or ranger use
the latest technical information to assist forest landowners
with their management needs. Special efforts have been made
to design the plan around a particular concept. The TREASURE concept focuses on forest management strategies that
consider all resource values that are compatible with landowner objectives. These values include outdoor recreation,
timber, watersheds, esthetics, forage, environmental protection, and wildlife.
The plan also offers advantages to the forester when assisting forest landowners. Being standardized, it enables the forester to provide a consistent service regardless of variables
like career experience, landowners' knowledge, and geographic location. Also, it encourages the forester to consider
all available resource opportunities and options. Greater
cooperation with other agencies and resource managers can
be enhanced through this broad approach. And, because of
computer capabilities, the forester has access to current data
on every aspect of forest management. Demonstration forests
have been one means of highlighting this overall TREASURE concept.
The demonstration forests in 'Alabama are a cooperat~ve
effort among the Alabama Forestv Commission (AFC), the
Extension Service. and the Soil Consemation Service (SGS).
There are 34 demonstration forests statewide totaling 19,578
acres and ranging from 140 to 2,000 acres. These forests are
used locally as training sites for landowner conferences on all
aspects of forest management (fig. 1).

The IPM demonstration project on Alabama's TREASCRE
forests and private lands had seven primary objectives:
I. Identify the best SPB hazard-rating systeni for Alabama.
2. Use SPB hazard rating on demonstration forests.
3. Determine the presence of and map ARR in recently cut
stands.
4. Field test the cubic-foot ARR system developed by Alexander at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (VPI&S U) .
5. Monitor SPB and ARR interactions.
6. Use SPB and ARR preventive control approaches in
TREASURE Forest Plans.
7. Package and deliver SPB/ARR hazard-rating techno]ogy to foresters, consultants. and landowners.

APPROACHES TO MEETING THE OBJECTIVES
Selecting the Best SPB Hazard-Rating System
The Alabama Forestry Commi\sion felt that demonstration
forests were a good place to "get the word out" on hazard
ratings. To do this, two foresters were hired to hazard rate
each demonstration forest for SPB.
The necessary data were taken for six hazard-rating
systems-MS Hazard A (Kushmaul and others 1979; Nebeker
and Honea 1984); MS Hazard B (Kushmaul and others 1979;
Nebeker and Honea 1984); Sader Hazard (Sader and Miller
1976); P Hazard GA QBelanger 1985: Belanger and others
1981): TX Hazard (Mason 1985; Mason and others 1981);
and AR Hazard (Ku 1985; Ku and others 1981). Field data
were taken on a five-chain grid designed to pick up "pockets"
that might exist in a stand. The coIlecred data were sent to
Mississippi State Cniversity (Nebeker and Honea 1984) for
analyses. At the same time, btands %ere rated for management plan purposes by using the TX Hazard and Sader Hazard systems. The TX Hazard \ystern was used ~n the louer
Coastal Plain and the Sader system an the rest of the State.
After 2 years of data collection and analyses by Mississippi
State Unikersity, one system was determined to be best for
Alabama. The Kushrnaul R system was later modified by
Nebeker and Hanea (ilfrssrssippi State), and renamed "M S
Hazard B. It identified five hazard classes. In Alabama, the
revised system is calied the Mississippi-Alabama (MS-AL)
system, but in Mississippi ~r is referred to as "Mssissippi
Hazard B. Hazard classifications are obtained by calculat"

-

%Respectively, Entomologist and Pathologrst, Alabama forest^
mlss~on,Montgomery, AL.

corn-

"

Figure I-lancictuner

ficId crmferencc on tiire\t and pc\t manclgement

ing a discriminant score and determining which hazard class
is associated with tbat score.
The MS-AL system uses the following inputs: 1 ) Pine
basal areaacre, 2) stand age 3) site index, and 4) total basal
aredacre. The hazard classifications are obtained by calculating a discriminant t~coreand determining which hazard class
is associated with tbat score.
Score = 1.8342 (pine BA) -t- 0.4085 (total RA)
(age) -+- 0.88 (site index) - 206.3 15.
> 220 = Very high
168-219 =. High
62- 167 = Medium
1 1 - 61 = Low
< 10 -: Verq lou

t

0.705

Hazard Ral;l"ngthe Dcrrnorsstra~onForests
Each demonstration forest wa\ rated using the TX Hazard
and Sader Hazard systems and an overlap map of the SPB
and ARR ratings and recommendations to lower the hazard
rating of high-hazard stands were sent to the landowner. These
data bere added to the management plan. The data will be
used for timber cutting, planning (priority setting). and monitoring potential SPB and ARR infestation s ~ t e t The
.
dernonstration area will also be used to train other local landowners.

Evaluating and Mapping A R R - lfected
~
Starzds
Xine of the 34 demonstration forests were selected to deterrnlne the best method for ratlng soil\ as high or low ARR
ha~ard.Inforn-ration on 26 soil typet was collected using a
tube sampler, SGS \oil maps, and a combination of the Sampler and map\ These data were then analyzed to deternline
the beit method of cla\\ifqtng the iolli.
Gornblnlng tube iarnpling in the field wtth hazard clas5lf1cation bac,ed on SGS \oil ieriec, deicnpttonr was found to be
the beit method tor ha7ard rdtlng iolI\. The tube tarnpllng
wac, Limited to verifying the accuracy of the SGS rnapi. The
$0115 were rated ai h ~ g hor low halard bawd o n internal
dralnage and texture, rnatnly In accordance w ~ t hthe procedure developed by Kozntga (flg.2)
In the caSe of \otl a\ioctationi in whrch both hlgh and l o m
iZRR hazard toll\ were ccjmh~nedin a mapping u n ~ t ,the
foretter could rate the enttre area a\ high c.rr low ARR hazard
In thli itudy, \oil ai\oc~ationihaving both high-and lowhazard sods were claisified as hlgh ARR hazard. Tht\ wai a
con\ertiatrt e apprc)ach that focuied landou ner attention on
prevention ft Ma\ felt that the abience of preventive action
uhere ~ t :might be needed could result In greater pvtenttal
i<d"l.

A t a rewlt of thlc uork, rt wa\ concluded that the bett
method of hazard ratrng ttandi for ARR 1s to uie the \oil

Determine
surf ace

Yauhannah

Echcaw
Bonneau

Fino
sandy loam

Determine

Figure >Annorus

rtrttt

rtit \or1 series legend classlficat~onkey

9

map4 and check them for xxxrac) t>cca\io:?all~\ 11h tk 2 iuhe
sampler. Forelliers mere a1i0 ~~;iotii;lgeii
to 1;)cc-171c I ; i i ~ i r :
\$~ththe soilir in their murking area

Some ofthe data from thinned \tan<{\were needed to deteralrnc groikth as affected by AWR infccrlon. Experience had
ihot-cn that a\ infection levelt increailc. gromth rates differ
fiwm thaw that v+oufd he expected.
I*, v-,a\ conciuded that the cubrc-foot \ample tor determ~nIn2 the percentage ol mot ittfect~nnk t a \ a practlcaI \ampling
apprciilci~ The c-table-rcwt \ample v,ac a140 found tc:, be a
hclpiui dragno\tac technique for treci that have no vi\ible

A technique ha\ bcen developeal at aii irgtili,~Fr lprcce-i~
Institute and State %raltfai:\tf4 12enable the Icire\tLi :I tfcter
mine the actual 1e\el r j t a ~ r 7 ~ i \roo1
~ \ rot ~nfei'"lrii? . ' ~ dthe
10fik\
corrt.\ponding grc~urh r;te
~ n l ~ c t c+re,
d
*"ahla ha\ r-,*tided a bas1.l for ntaklng .tanJ mai~a~er-i;c~,~rcc~rmfi~~~n$atrofpi
&#oniroringSPBIARR Interactions
The cubrc-foot ARR cocifnr:lratron \!sten, u 21% t"\ti;ribi:ea: 1))
The prc\enci, and interaction., of SPB and ARK in the \ame
thinned pine stands an Alabama rClg 31.The i h t s ~ri:lud:,.tl
gears since thinntng d.b h . , 11vc croun ratro, 3-jcar ~ r tiao ~ itrind\ v,crc monitored. Locnrlon\ of confirmed ARR were
mapped. I-Esgh-har'ard ARR \Ire\ were referenced to 4tands
incr-emcnt, and cuhc-fc~otroot colcni~atsonpercentagtk %>;lt'~
ha~drdrated and1c.r infested with SPB . Conversely. medtumwere taken using 20 cubic-foot \en;pde\ per \ t a d sctiftcred
to h~gh-hazard<land\ for SPB or thaw actuallq infested b j
un~formlyoter the ctand. At each plot, the follovling data
the beeeic were referenced to ,4RR hazard and pre\ence. In
were collected: prec,ence of '4 WRiSPB , ARK hazard accord
certaln instance\, for the purpose of making management
ing to the texture of the top i 5 n c h e s of \oil and intcrnai
recornmsndations, SPB hazard ratings were ~ncreasedto the
drarnage, and data on four trees (d.b. h., radial growth for la\t
next more serious le.cel om a site where PtRR was present.
5 years, height to live crolbn, and total herght). Increment
Hazard-rating maps were made a part of the management
cores were sent to VPll&SL' fcrr snalyais. At every other plot
plans on the demonstration forest\.
{a total of 10 in each stand). a 1-cublc-toot soil sample was
The monitoring will contlnue t o be an ongoing effort by
taken. The number of healthy roots and total number of root\
thc AFC and the results used to verify and update future
in this cubic-foot sample were recorded. These data safere
hazard rating\ and management plans.
then provided to Dr. Sam 'Alexander at VPI&SC' fur analyses.

Ci'sing Preventive Techat'ques in TREASURE Forests
In clny plan involving a pine stand, the fore\ter is required
by the Alabama Forestry Commission to include SPB and
ARR hazard ratings and management recommendations. The
recommendations are standardized for consistency and the
records maintained on the AFC computer.

Packaging and Delivering SPBiARR Technology

Figure %Removal of cubic-loot soil sample to determine percenta~e
infection of pine roots by annosus root rot.

Technology transfer has been accomplished through training sessions, the use of slide-tapes, magazine articles, TV
public service announcements, show-me sessions, and the
like. These have all been prepared and presented to train
foresters and enable them to include 1P.M prevention techniques in their management plans and to acquaint landowners
with those techniques that will improve the success of their
efforts.
Training sessions have been provided to foresters and rangers in each of the 10 Commission districts. Two sessions held
for industry and consultant foresters were attended by a total
of 75 foresters. Dr. Evan Nebeker, Mississippi State University, and Dr. Sarrl Alexander, VPI&SU, served as instructors.
Followup sessions were held with district and individual company personnel. (Industry sessions were cosponsored by the
Alabama Forestry Association.)
A 20-minute slide-tape on "Management of SPB and ARR"
was produced, with each district office provided a copy for
use during landowner training sessions in each county.
The Commission publishes a magazine entitled "Alabarna"~
TREASURED Forests, " which is directed at the State's
Iandowners. The Pest Management staff is responsible for
submitting two articles per issue The following articles on

SPBiARR have been published in the magazine thus far:
"Know annosus root rot and react quickly," (by Kucera):
1(1):18; 1983.
"Hazard rating-a strategy for battle against the beetle. " "
(by Hyland); 2(1):26-28; 1983,
"'Control the southern pine beetle." (by Hyland); 2(4);
1983.
"Southern pine beetle and annosus root rot management."
(by Hyland and Kucera); 4( 1):17- 18; 1985.
To promote the use of SPB hazard rating, a 30-second
public service announcement (PSA) was produced. This PSA
was sent to the 24 TV stations serving Alabama. In general,
the PSA said: "It takes 30 years to grow a pine tree, but in
only 30 days the southern pine beetle can destroy the tree.
This destruction can be prevented. Contact your local AFC
Office." The PSA won first prize in the International Association of Business Communicators Annual Awards Presentations.
During the last 2 years, each of the 34 demonstration forests in Alabama has held at least one show-me type training
session on SPB and/or ARR. The attendance for each session
ranged from 50 to 100.

INFLUENCE OF THE DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
ON ALABAMA FORESTS
Spinoffs from the management plan recommendations were
directed at simplifying field foresters' decisions and backing
them up with economic information. These efforts included:
1. Developing the "Annosus Root Rot Management Plan
for Alabama. ' '
2. Establishing a demonstration area in thinned pine stands
using Phlebia gigantea in Houston County to prevent
the spread of ARR. An economic analysis was conducted to demonstrate the value of preventing ARR in
stands treated with P. gigantea vs. untreated stands.
3. Establishing a demonstration area in Anniston, where
three stands were treated differently: one as a control,
one with stumps treated with borax, and one with stumps
treated with P. gigantea. Cost analyses of the different
treatments are underway.
4. Organizing a demonstration of the VPI&SU sampling
technique in Alabama at which interested pest managernent researchers and land managers were invited to
comment on objectives, methods, and underlying theory.
5. Conducting a statewide survey to determine the incidence and severity of ARR.
6 . Transferring the new or improved technology by internally updating AFC forest management policy and incorporating SPB and ARR hazard rating into the computerized TREASURE Forest Management Plans.
The success of this demonstration project has changed the
general thinking of foresters from a "control SPB when it
attacks" attitude to a "prevent the attack and thereby reduce
losses" outlook. ARR thinking has changed from a "that's
no problem" view to one of "we'd better do something."
Pine stands that have been hazard rated (or will be rated)
will be monitored for SPB and/or ARR mortality in the future.
Data will be used to validate and update the hazard ratings.
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N REDUC NG STAND RISK
EFFECTS OF THINN
TO SOUTHERN PINE BEETLE IN THE
GEORGIA PIEDMONT
Terry S. Price'

INTRODUCTION
Over the past 20 years, the Georgia Forestry Commission
(GFC) has pursued an aggressive southern pine beetle (SPB)
control program that has varied in intensity from year to year.
During the early 19607s,more than 5.5 million board feet of
timber and 14,000 cords of beetle-infested wood were cut
and chemically treated by the Commission. In the last I I
years, SPB outbreaks have increased in frequency and severity (fig. I ). Over 1 . 1 million cords of pulpwood and 195
million board feet of timber were salvaged during this period.
The outbreak that occurred in 1979 killed more timber than
previous outbreaks in the 1970's (table 1).
The correlation between SPB losses and forest structure is
especially well illustrated by changes that have occurred in
the forest resource of the Upper Piedmont (fig. 2) during the
last two decades. Since 1953, the volume of softwood growing stock (trees less than or equal to 9 inches d.b.h.) has
increased by 122 percent, while pine sawimber volume (trees
greater than 9 inches d. b. h.) has increased 207 percent (table
2). These dramatic changes have resulted in a steady increase
in stand density. It is this high density of pine sawtimber in
combination with poor site conditions in the region that has
resulted in extensive timber losses to the SPB. Moreover,
dollar and volume losses of pine stumpage in the region
between 1972 and 1980 are the highest reported for any subregion in the Southern United States, over $50 million or $2 per
acre per year in the susceptible forest area (table 1).
Aggressive State and Federal programs of bark beetle detection and suppression have significantly reduced losses caused
by the SPB. However, long-term reductions in losses to these
insects can only be achieved by increasing the intensity of
forest management. Since nonindustrial private landownerships account for over 4.6 million acres of susceptible pine
forests (loblolly and short.leaf-) in the Piedmont region of
Georgia, the necessity for keeping these landowners informed
of the latest technology and encouraging them to pursue management actions on a timely basis is quite apparent.
Activities such as thinning of overdense stands and harvesting of overmature pines can result in a reduction in severity
of future SPB outbreaks (Belanger and Malac 1980). Demonstrating the value of thinning in reducing pest impacts is
most important. Nonindustrial private landowners throughout
the Piedmont area of Georgia who have suffered severely
from past outbreaks have traditionally been reluctant to reinvest in pine forestry. They have felt that no defenses were
available to them for warding off or preventing beetle
I

Forest Entomologist, Georgia Forestry Commtssion, Macon. GA

outbreak\. Some Iandou~nerliIn the reglon have even liyuldated their pine stands as a means of alleviat~ngthe SPB
problem. Also, these ptne stands have not been reforested:
instead. poor. low-quality hardwoods habe claimed the sites.
The main objectikei of the demonstration project instituted
in Georgia were to show the nonindustrial prlvate landowner
(NIPL) a way of coping w ~ t hSPB outbreaks ai an alternative
to clearcutting and, ~fpoisihle, to compare two SPB hazardratlng systems. Other objectibe\ were to develop guidelines
for managing pine stands to reduce bark beetle-caused Iosses
and to carry out accelerated technology transfer activities.

APPROACHES TO MEETING THE OBJECTIVES
Thinning Demonstrations
The basic approach u\ed to demonitrate to the NIPL the
value of 5electlte thinning\ wa5 to ~dentlfq succcptlble
loblollyivhortleaf pine \tand\ throughout the Pledmont region
of Georgia The\e stand\ were chosen bdied on ctand density,
ipecies compoiltton, tree \ize. and locat~on.Each stand wai
hazard rated by GFC entomologl\ts using two rating 94stems-P
Hazard Grl. (Belanger and otheri 1981) and TX
Hazard iMason 1979).
GFC forester5 used the following marklng guldelinei.
1 . Remove as many fu\tfox-rn m\t-~nfectedtree\ as poss~ble
2. Favor loblolly plne over shortleaf
3. Remove a i many overnature trees ai po\t~bleIn unekenaged stands.
3 . Use ielect~vemarklng; do not row t h ~ nin plantation5
5 . T h ~ neach stand so that the reqidual basal area ( B A )
will be equivalent to the i ~ t eindex
There was no charge to landowner\ tor marking servlcei
The GFC foresteri recommended thlnn~ngpractices that rninlmize itand damage.
A total of 27 stand\ located In 16 counties Wac, thinned
durlng the project c table 3 ) Ober 10,000 cord\ ol \uppre\\ed.
diseawd, and h~ghlqsuicept~bletree5 were removed from the
27 standr by commercial \ale A uooden Kign wa5 erected on
each Site to lnforn the publlc about the demonstrat~on
Each landowner appeared to be \atisfled with the results of
the thinningi. SPB activlty \.ta\ not observed in an3 of the
th~nnedstands nor In a n j adjacent unthlnned itands. Beetle
populat~onrhave been endemic throughout the region w c e
1980. except for a few isolated outbreaks that occurred In
overmature dense \tan&.
The two hazard-rattng \yctems proved to be uceful tn determining a stand's relative suscept~bilityto beetle attacks The
Piedmont model tended to rate more In the moderate category.
whereac the Texac model tended to rate more In the h ~ g h
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of southern pine beetle spots detected by aerial survey.

Table 1-Southern pine beetle damage estimates in Georgia 1962, 1972-80'

Calendar
year"

Estimated
volume salvaged3
Cords
M fbm

Total volume killed
Cords
M fbm

"fnformat~on collected from State and Federal pest control specialrsts
lnrt~aiyear based on available State records.
includes estimates on Federal, State, and prfvate lands
Est~matesfrom State pest speaaltsts; same values asstgned to timber saivaged
Actual volume of trmber chemically treated plus est~matedvolume killed wtth no
treatment

Stumpage values4
Pulpwood
Sawtimber
$/cords
$iM fbm

Total
value
$
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Table 2-Changes in commercral forest area, sawbmber volume, and
growing stock from 1953 to 1982 tn the Upper Piedmont
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category. H
~ the stands
~ rated~ (whether
~ moderate
~ or
high) needed to be thinned. The basal area prior to thinning
averaged 131 square feet per acre in the 27 stands (range 80
to 200).

Packaging of Management Guidelines
A manual entitled "Guidelines for Managing Pine Bark
Beetles in Georgia" was developed during the project
(Karpinski and others 19843.
The manual provides guidelines for predicting, evaluating,
and preventing bark beetle outbreaks, with the text outlined
so that users can develop management strategies to suit their
own particular forest conditions and management goals. Chapter 1 highlights the history of SPB activity in Georgia and
correlates increases in beetle population levels with changes
in forest structure. The chapters on aerial detection and ground
evaluation provide information needed to set priorities for
direct control. Procedures are given for ranking the susceptibility of stands to beetle attack. Silvicultural practices are
recommended to lower the probability of attack in stands and
reduce losses should attacks occur. The last chapter was
designed specifically for industrial and large NIPL's to enable
them to develop an integrated approach to managing pine
bark beetles.

at \arious locations in the Piedmont. Several hundred pieces
of literature were distributed at each meeting.
Two portable exhibits to be used as trainlng aids were
developed. One was a loblolly pine model (52 inches tall, 18
inches diameter) that was used to train resource managers in
bark beetle identification. The tree was displayed in Atlanta
for 2 days during Georgia-on-Parade activities. More than
1,000 people viewed the tree model, resulting in many
inquiries. The other exhibit was a 4- by 2-foot scale model
table display that illustrated an unmanaged loblolly/shortleaf
pine stand and a well-managed loblolly pine stand. This exhibit
was used for periods of several weeks at the Macon Museum
of Arts and Sciences and elsewhere. Both of these exhibits
~ will be, available for future meetings and conferences throughOut Georgia.

INFLCEIVCE OF DEMONSTRATIONS ON GEORGIA
FORESTS
Those involved in this project found that demonstrations
are a very important way to "sell" forest pest management
techniques in Georgia. The project enabled the GFC to emphasize the identification and thinning of stands susceptible to
SPB attack and spot growth. Although the effects of the
thinnings may not be immediately evident, the stage has been
set to further the proper management of pine stands and the
reduction in beetle-caused losses in the State.
Immediate benefits of the project were:
1. GFC field foresters were exposed to the various hazard-

rating systems during the early stages of the project and
now consider stand hazard rating as part of the way
thev do business.
2. Public awareness has been increased, and landowners
will now be alert to developing beetle problems.
3. Georgia landowners now know that clearcutring is not
necessary to halt or prevent beetle outbreaks. Hopefullj .
the continuation of the project theme (thinning pine
stands to reduce or prevent losses) will encourage them
to consider future timber investments in the State.

Other Technology Transfer Activities
Four panel exhibits (Expo System), seven training programs, three demonstrations, and a field trip were carried out
during the project. Approximately 3,750 people attended SPB
prevention thinning and hazard rating demonstration projects
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Table Slndividual stand data, Georgia thinning demonstration

County

Acres

Stand
type'

Hazard system
Species2
Piedmont

TX Hazard

Before

Baldwin
Baldwin
Banks

Natural
Natural
PPlNat

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate
Moderate
High

LobiShtlf
LobiShtlf
Lob

Carroll
Coweta
Coweta
Coweta
Coweta
Forsyth
Franklin
Gwinnett
Hart
Hart
Heard
Heard
Henry
Jasper
Jasper
Jasper
Jones
Morgan
Spalding

PP
Natural
PP
PP
Natural
Natural
Natural
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
Natural
PP
Natural
Natural
Natural
PPiNat

Moderate
High
Moderate
Low
Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
High

High
High
High
Moderate
High
High
Very high
High
Moderate
High
High
High
High
High
Very high
High
Moderate
Very high
High

Lob
Lob
Lob
Lob
Lob
Lob
Lob
Lob
Lob
Lob
Lob
Lob
Lob
LobiShtlf
Lob
LobiShtlf
Lob
LoblShtlf
Lob

Spalding
Spalding
Talbot
Crawford
Crawford

Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Low
Low

High
High
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Lob
Lob
LobiShtlf
Lob
Lob

Total

' PP =

planted pine stand
Nat = natural pine stand
Lob = loblolly pine stand
Shtlf = shortlead pine

27

Average
pine BA

Age

28
31
PP 30
Nat 33
22
31
23
22
33
37
28
27
29
23
22
22
23
23
22
33
31
46
PP 25
Nat 34
33
26
42
22
19

80
100
PP 160
Nat 120
120
166
200
95
133
146
130
160
118
125
152
123
172
140
120
144
92
123
PP 170
Nat 136
140
120
90
113
116

After

METHODS OF DETECT NG, SUPPRESSING, AND
PREVENT NGSOUTHERNP NE BEETLE LOSSES
William E. Lambee'

The first recorded epadernrc of the $outhem pine beetle
(SPB) in Mississ~ppioccuned in 1952 in the southwestern
part of the State. An eitlmated 5 million cubic feet of timber
worth $450,000 was destroyed. Since that time, the area
affected by SPEl has grown unr-11all of the State support~nga
lobloliy/shorzieaf prne host type has been lnfestsd at one time
or another during the intervenrng 33 year\.
The voEurne damaged since the first epidemic has often
varied but the value of the timber has always increased (table
I ) . Today, a relatively srnatl epidemic, in terms of area
affected, can be costly. Although Mississippi has Iost a total
of $33.8 million dollars worth of timber to the SPB in that
first and subsequent epidemics, there has been a tendency
since to view this pest as an insect problem rather than a
timber management problem.
This pretailing view has led to a crisis management
approach to the SPS. During epidemic years, manpower.
time, and money are extens~velyexpended in "controlling
the beetle. ' ' This on1y treats one symptom of a larger problem,
and once that symptom subsides, the problem is forgotten
until the next epidemic. During the years between outbreaks,
when prevention activities should be stressed, the only reference to SPB is the question: "When do you think they'll be
back'?"
For all the recent research that has achieved a better understanding of the SPB, its management and prevention, little of

t h ~ snew knowledge and technolog) has been used. There has
been 3 continu~ngneed to make the resource forester, as well
as the forest landowner, more aware of cunently available
~nfomationand technology and to demonstrate its usefulness.
A project to demonstrate recent developments in suppression and prevention tactics was begun by the Mississippi
Forest9 Commission in 1980. Project objectives were to: I )
Etaluate seven SPB hazard-rating systems and determine
which one would be most applicable for use in Mississippi,
2) develop demonstrations of thinning as a means of reducing
stand susceptibility to beetles. 3) demonstrate the utility of
commonly available farm equipment in salvaging beetleinfested trees, 41 develop a series of videotapes with accompanying "how-to" type publications to educate landowners and
forest resource personnel on SPB and appropriate forest management practices for preventing or reducing SPB-caused tirnber losses, 5 ) evaluate the usefulness of Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service IASCS) 10- by 10-inch
black-and-whtte contact prints for aerial detection surveys
and hazard rating, and 6) demonstrate the value of LORAN-C
navigation equlprnent in conducting aerial surveys.

APPROACHES TO MEETING THE OBJECTIVES
Hazard Rah'ng Evaluation
Several hazard-rating systems have been developed for various parts of the Southeast. However, their effectiveness in
more than one geographic area has not been demonstrated.

Table 1--Southern pine beetle damage estimates in Missrss~ppt,7977 -88'
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Consequently, 649 pine stands were hazard rated during the
summers of 1981, 1982, and 1983 to deternine the degree of
effectiveness of 7 of these systems in Mississippi. One data
collection point was taken every 5 acres. The rated stands
were monitored by aerial photographs taken annually and
these were examined for evidence of SPB activity. Activity
discovered during the collection of the field data was noted
on the data sheets.
The first and second summer's data from 5 11 stands were
collected from the general population of pine stands of suitable host type. Other selection criteria were that a stand must
have a minimum of 20 percent pine component and be in
private nonindustrial ownership. Part of the second summer's
data were taken in three counties in the norlhern, central, and
southem regions of the State, respectively, that had experienced severe SPB problems in the past.
The third summer" data were taken from random stands
that had SPB infestations present. Since the development of
the other hazard-rating systems involved taking a data point
from SPB infestations, an additional data collection point
was taken at the origin of the spot in these infested stands. It
was also thought that the conditions at the spot origin led (or
contributed) to the spot initiation.
Seven hazard-rating systems were evaluated. These systems were 1) ARKANSAS HAZARD (Ku and others 1981),
2) COAST PROB (Hedden 19851, 3) Georgia (Belanger and
others 1981)" 4) and 5 ) Kushmaul A and B (Kushmaul and
others 1979),6) Sader (Sader and Miller 19761, and 7) TEXAS
HAZARD (Mason and others 1981). The ARKANSAS,
COAST PROB, Georgia, Kushmaul A and Kushmaul B hazard systems were modified by Mississippi State University in
order to make them more comparable. The interpretation of
the discriminant scores was changed to include five hazard
classes in those systems that did not have five classes. The
"micaceous red clays" variable in the Georgia system was
not used, since Mississippi does not have that soil type.
Kushmaul A and B were designated "'Mississippi Hazard A"
and "Mississippi Hazard B. " 3
Nebeker and ~ o n e a in
" their analysis of these data (table 2)
found that of the seven systems evaluated, the ARKANSAS
and Mississippi Hazard A and B worked best on infested
stands and spots in Mississippi. Of these three systems, the
Mississippi Hazard B performed better on infested stands
than the ARKANSAS or Mississippi Hazard A and nearly as
well on infested spots.
Mississippi Hazard B did place 2 percent fewer infested
spots in the high-hazard category than either the ARKANSAS or Mississippi Hazard A system, rating 66 percent of the
stands high hazard compared with 68 percent for both of the
other systems. However, it also placed 3 percent fewer infested
spots in the low-hazard category than Mississippi Hazad A
and 2 percent fewer than ARKANSAS HAZARD, Mississippi Hazard B rated 3 percent low hazard, whereas Missis-

' T h ~ hazard
s
system has been repfaced bq the PIEDMONT RISK system
for use tn Georg~a.

' Nebeker and Honea; personal comrnunncation
See footnote 3.

Table 2-Percentage of tnfested stands and spots by hazard-rabng
systems and hazard-ratlng class In Mjssrss!ppr
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sippi Hazard A and ARKANSAS rated 6 percent and 5 percent low hazard, respectively.
Because the Mississippi Hazard B systern also has three of
its five variables (total basal area, pine basal area, and nurnber of stems per acre) capable of being manipulated to reduce
a stand's hazard, it was selected for rating stands in Mississippi. The *MississippiHazard A system has only one of two
variables (pine basal area) that could be manipulated and the
ARKANSAS HAZARD system has only two of four variables (total and hardwood basal area) with this capability.
The Mississippi Hazard I3 system has been developed for a
simple computer program that will mn on the Apple 11 and
compatible microcomputers. With this capability, hazard rating will be included in the Commission's future forest management plans, which will also consider SPB control as well
as other needed forest management practices.
General facts about hazard rating, what it is, hotsl to use it,
and examples of two rating systems, using Mississippi Hazard A and B, are explained in a videotape and an accompanying publication entitled ""Applying a Southern Pine Beetle
Rating System," released by the blississippi Forestrq. Commission (see table 3).

Although thinning (as a part of stand management) has
been recognized as a means for reducing SPB susceptibility,
many landowners are still reluctant to do any thinning on
their properties. To encourage thinning as a management
practice, several demonstrations were installed across the State
in which stands were par~iaflythinned. This resulted in a
potential for comparison of thinned versus unthinned areas.
It was hoped that, in addition to the added benefits of more
and faster growth. some beetle infestations would occur on
these areas. If occuning in the unthinned portion, the preference of the beetles for denser, slower growing stands could
be shown. If occurring in the thinned podion, the slower
growth of' the infestation and the correspondingly reduced
damage could be demonstrated. Any SPB infestations tbat
occurred could likely be salvaged using commonly available
f a m equipment. This would demonstrate to landowners tbat
in many cases they would not necessarily be dependent on a

Table SV~deotapesand publicat~unsdeveioped for technology transfer !n the Mississ!pp! demonsfratrun project

Companion pubircation

Videotape title

Subject

Forestry is Good
Business

Cultural Pract~cesAre Good
Busrness

Costs beneftts of
management practrces

Leave Tree Mark~ngof
Susceptible Pine
Stands

Leave Tree Markrng of
Susceptible Prne Stsnds

Thrnnlng and
competrtron concepts
and methodology

Removlng Compet~ng
Hardwoods

Removlng Competrng Hardwoods
From Prne Stands

Th~nnrngtechnfqtles

Detect~ngand
Preventing the
Southern Pine Beetle

Deteclrng avd Prevent~ngthe
Spread of t h e Southern Pine
Beetle

ldenttfytng
susceptible stands,
spot detection and
location, sett~ng
coctrol prrontles,
selecting treatment

Applying a Hazard
System for the
Southern Pine Beetle

Applying a Southern Pine Beetle
Rating System

Stand hazard rating

pulpwood cutter or logger for salvage but could do the work
themselves. Even if the landowner did not want to go to the
trouble of hauling the wood to a yard, it could be skidded to a
roadside or other easily accessible point and sold from there.
In this way, the smaller or more inaccessible infestations not
ordinarily salvaged would be more likely to be controlled.
Because many landowners were unwilling to "tie up" their
property for the project's duration or did not want to be
involved, only a few properties located in accessible or visible areas were available for use in this phase of the project.
Of these, only two were actually thinned due to poor market
conditions. No infestations occurred in either area, but infestations in other stands were salvaged using farm equipment.
In these demonstrations, infested trees were cut and bucked
into manageable log lengths, then skidded to a roadside or
accessible loading point with logging chains and hooks or
logging tongs attached to a farm tractor drawbar. Ford 41 10
rubber-tired farm tractors were used for skidding.
A great deal of landowner interest was generated in the
salvage demonstrations, and, on the whole, this part of the
project was a success.

Landowner Education and Technology Transfer
much of the current knowledge on SPB management and
control has not been widely used. Thus, to educate landowners and forest resource personnel and present the infomation
gained from this project, a series of five videotapes (table 3)
was produced. This series, entitled "Forest Management
Practices," covered in each tape an aspect of forest management tied to SPB management, prevention, or control.
The lead-in tape for the series was "Forestry Is Good
Business.'" This program was intended to set the stage for the
rest of the series by introducing landowners to various management practices, demonstrating their need, and pointing
out how they would be economically beneficial in the long
run with more monetary gain prior to and at harvest. Another
benefit was fewer beetle problems.

Thinning and competition were covered in "Leave Tree
Marking of Susceptible Pine Stands" and "Removing Competing Hardwoods." "Detecting and Preventing the Southern Pine Beetle'' dealt with identifying susceptible stands,
detecting and confirming the presence of southern pine beetles,
evaluating infestations, setting control priorities, and choosing a treatment method. The final tape in the series, "Applying
a Hazard System for the Southern Pine Beetle," covered
hazard rating, what it is, how to take measurements needed to
get a rating, and two examples of stand rating using two
different systems.
Each videotape was accompanied by a "how-to" type publication (table 3). These corresponded to the tapes and served
as a reference for the viewer. All of these videotapes may be
purchased from the Mississippi State Cooperative Extension
Service.

Aerial Detection Using ASCS Photography
The use of aerial photos in detection surveys and in hazard
rating" large
" areas has immense ~otentialbenefits in SPB
management. Aerial photos can increase the accuracy of
infestation plotting and thereby save time in ground location.
In the Mississippi project, hazard rating of large areas could
only be efficiently accomplished using aerial photos due to
the time and expense involved. This delineates the areas with
the greatest potential for infestations to occur, allowing the
concentration of survey efforts and other resources in areas
where benefits would be greatest.
This phase of the project attempted to accomplish its objective using photography that was generally available. Blackand-white contact prints from the Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Service were selected. For aerial detection
work, these photos were excellent. In comparison with standard sketch-mapping techniques that use li2-inch- to 1-milescale highway maps, the ASCS photos made it much easier to
keep track of a position and reorient should an observer become
lost. Since the photos conformed to natural terrain features,

accurate plotting was possible. This, coupled with photo use
in ground checking, avoided a great deal of lost time locating
inaccurately plotted infestations and orienting locations plotted in map sections with few or no landmarks available.
The ASCS photos were taken for uses other than interpretive analysis and their resolution is poorer than that of
mapping-quality photography, often resulting in a certain
amount of blur or fuzziness under magnification. Hence, their
usefulness in hazard-rating work proved to be limited, since
the intent was to take as much information from photos as
was normally taken from ground work. The relatively small
scale used in the ASCS photos, li40,000 and 1158,000, made
measurements error prone and interpretation difficult. This
was further compounded by the fact that the photos were not
always taken during leaf-off condition, which is essential for
accurate distinction between pine and hardwood stands.
Two of the hazard-rating systems compared in this project
were originally intended to be used in conjunction with aerial
photos to acquire stand information. However, neither of
these systems proved to be accurate enough for use in
Mississippi. (A system using gross measurements or stand
features could possibly be developed, but this was neither the
intent nor the purpose of this project).

Electronic Navigation for Aerial Surveys
A LORAN-C electronic navigation unit was acquired during the project to demonstrate the value of such equipment in
increasing aerial survey accuracy (Dull 1980). It made possible the reflying of the same flight lines, permitting a more
reliable evaluation of the progress of spot growth. In situations where the pilot also had to act as an observer and the
LORAN was tied into the autopilot, attention could be concentrated more on plotting rather than being divided between
plotting and staying on flight lines. When detection surveys
were undertaken in remote areas and infestation levels were
low, the latitude and longitude of spots were determined with
the LORAN unit rather than by positions plotted on highway
maps or photos. Exact locations could thus be determined.
Some areas of the State that were surveyed under Spanish
land grants are nearly a jigsaw puzzle in the way the sections
are arranged in townships. These sections are of varying
shapes such as circular, triangular, or other nonsymmetrical
designs. In some cases, more than 50 to 60 sections exist per
township. In these areas, the use of a navigation unit like the
LORAN was the only way to establish flight lines that the
pilot could fly or refly.

Other Project ~ d v i t i e s
Other activities of the Mississippi demonstration project
included use of the videotapes in training or other presentations. Although their use was somewhat limited due to delays
in receiving the accompanying publications, 12 sessions
involving field day presentations, county forestry committees,
field personnel training, civic groups, and group displays
were presented. The audience attending these sessions totaled
498. Further use of these tapes and publications for landowner meetings and field personnel training is in the planning
stage.

INFLUENCE OF THE DEMONSTRATION
PROJECT ON iMISSISSIPPP FORESTS
Although some of the objectives of the project were not
fully met, as a whole, they served to redirect the emphasis of
our program in some areas and refine efforts in others. Mississippi is now moving toward incorporating SPB hazard rating
in forest management plans. Whenever a timber stand is
cruised and evaluated for a management plan, information on
its susceptibility to SPB will also be considered. Our insect
and disease report form is being revised so that an area containing reported beetle infestations can be hazard rated and
that information made available to the landowner. Infomation on hazard rating, SPB, forest management practices, and
their benefits relative to both SPB prevention and financial
goals is available to landowners and forest resource personnel
in the form of videotapes and publications. Improvements in
aerial survey techniques have been incorporated into our annual
and presuppression surveys.
The present and continued use of the knowledge gained in
identifying stands susceptible to SPB, informing landowners
of beetle prevention and control tactics, and emphasizing the
value of sound forest management practices and improved
survey techniques will be of immense benefit to the State in
the future. These results will constitute an important step in
the direction of integrated pest management and away from
pest control.
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INTRODUCTION
The Holly Springs Ranger District (RD) of the Holly Springs
National Forest (NF) consists of 128,300 acres. The District
experienced its first southern pine beetle (SPB) outbre& in
1979, which resulted in a total of 2,680 M fbm of pulpwood
and sawtimber being salvaged on an SPB suppression project
implemented in fiscal year 1980. There is also a history of
annosus root rot (ARR) in the area; however, its total impact
is yet unknown. These circumstances, together with the
expressed interest of Holly Springs personnel, created an
oppmnity to demonstrate the incorporation of new pest management technology into National Forest management practices.
To be extensively utilized, new pest management infomation must be readily accessible. Available information,
heretofore, had not been in a simple, easy-to-access package
for National Forest resource managers. Infomation such as
SPB spot data or the hazard rating of a parlicular stand had to
be requested through the Forest Pest Management (FPM)
field offices of the Forest Service's State and Private Forestry
organization. Control and prevention recommendations for
one pest sometimes conflicted with those for another (e.g.,
thinning stands to discourage SPB buildup could lead to
annosus root rot problems), causing confusion and requiring
interpretation before a decision could be made. 1nC'addition,
Southern Region National Forest computerized stand data,
the Continuous Inventory of Stand Conditions (CISC), had to
be requested through the Forest Supervisor's office, thus preventing a District Forester from easily combining resource
infomation with pest management infomation. Consequently,
many forest management decisions had to be made without
utilizing all the pest management infomation available.
The objective of the Holly Springs project was to demonstrate the feasibility of incorporating existing and new pest
"espectiveiy.
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management technologies into National Forest land management decisionmaking. Forest pest management technology
was to be made readily available through automatic dataprocessing equipment, which would result in its more rapid,
expanded utilization.

APPROACH TO MEETING OBJECTIVES
Interactive Daga Processing
At the beginning of the demonstration project, a microcomputer was purchased for the FPM Field Office in Pineville,
LA. SPB recordkeeping systems, SPB spot growth models,
the IPM Decision Key (Anderson and others 19851, and economic models for various pests were placed on this computer
and made available in an interactive format known as the
FPM System (fig. I). A portable computer terminal was placed
on the Holly Springs NF so that District personnel could
access these programs. They were also trained to access the
USDA Forest Service coniputer in Fort Collins, CO, to directly
obtain CISC data.
An employee trained in both forestry and pest management
and knowledgeable in computer use was placed in the District
office at Holly Springs to enhance communication between
District personnel and FPM. In addition, an effort was made
to include district personnel in all discussions that required
either forestry infomation or data collection for making a
pest management decision.
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Figure 1-Menu for the FPM System interactive microcomputer
programs.

Management Approaches fur the Southern Pine Beetle
SPB risk rating.-Studies of bark beetleisiteihost interrelationships across the South have led to identification of certain
siteistand characteristics consistently associated with SPB
infestations (Coster and Searcy 1981). Based on this knowledge, predictive techniques (stand risk ratings) have been
developed to rate forest stand susceptibility to SPB attack.
Lorio and Sommers (1981 j developed a two-phase SPB
stand risk-rating system for the Kisatchie NF in Louisiana
that utilizes CISC data. The system is called Mh;RISK. The
system was tested and then implemented on the Holly Springs
NF in 1979.
The first version of the NF RISK system uses a FORTRAN
computer program, RISK, which accesses the CISC information at the USDA Forest Service Computer Center. It searches
five data fields-forest type, stand condition class, method of
cut, operability, and site index-and prints out a listing of
high-, medium-, and low-risk stands for an entire National
Forest Ranger District. Because CISC does not include data
on basal area, method of cut and operability were used as
general indicators of stand density.
An improvement in the NF RISK system permitted National
Forest personnel to include individual stand basal areas in the
risk rating, as well as to update CISC stand risk ratings, as
new silvicultural prescriptions were completed. Thus, an entire
Ranger District could be risk rated over a 10-year period
using actual field-collected data.
NF RISK was judged to be the best SPB hazardirisk rating
system for implementation on the Holly Springs RD because
of three factors: 1) It was designed for National Forests, 2) it
required no additional data collection, and 3) the Holly Springs
NF has forest stand conditions similar to the Kisatchie NF.
Summary program results comparing the CISC data for
Holly Springs and the Kisatchie revealed that while forest
type, age distribution, and stand condition classes were similar,
there was a significant difference in average site index for
loblolly and shortleaf pine. Therefore, the site index parameters in the NF RISK program were lowered. The resulting list
of high-and medium-risk stands seemed to accurately reflect
the areas where significant resource loss would take place if
SPB infestations were to occur. Respectively, 13, 17, and 70
percent of the stands on the Holly Springs NF were rated as
high, medium, and low risk (fig. 2). This information was
used to update the CISC data. The improved version of NF
RISK was also implemented. A supplement to the "Compartment Prescription Handbook for the National Forests in
Mississippi" was written to allow inclusion of pine basal area
and SPB risk rating based on field data on the CISC forms.
These risk codes serve as constant reminders of potential SPB
problems in these stands.
SPB Information System (SPBZS) .-A computerized recordkeeping system had already been developed and revised several times for use on National Forest Ranger Districts with
SPB suppression projects. The purpose of the system was to
provide information on individual SPB infestations for historical use and documentation of suppression costs. These records
had heretofore been maintained on the Forest Service computer at Fort Collins and were difficult to access. Records

High

Medium

Low

Risk R a t i n g
Figure 2-Percentage of total regulated acres on the Holly Springs
National Forest by SPB risk class, as classified by NF
RISK, February 1985.

were provided to FPM only after a spot was controlled and
offered little benefit to the District.
After consultation with District personnel, an improved
information system (SPBIS) was devised for the microcomputer. Some time-consuming data collection was deleted
and information added that would set priorities for spot control and generate summary reports required by Supervisor's
Offices. This system, in combination with the terminal in the
District Office, allowed foresters to input and have immediate access to their SPB data (fig. 3).
SPBIS was initially field-tested on the HolIy Springs, but a
1983 SPB outbreak in Texas allowed the first field testing of
the system under epidemic conditions. Because only minor
portions of the data were valuable to the Districts, SPBIS was
further modified so the records could be accessed with a
data-base management program (written by Robert Uhler,
USDA Forest Service, Southern Region). This allowed the
Districts to sort data and get totals on any information contained in their records. It also enhanced user acceptance of
the system since information could be retrieved by location,
spot size, control date, control treatment, or other criteria,
and included volume totals. Since RECORD KEEPER^ can
be used to analyze the data in different combinations of spot
size, control treatments, and elapsed time for different control activities by spot priority, problem areas can be detected
without actually visiting spots. During technical assistance
trips, time can be spent discussing and visiting suspected
problem areas without having to rely on their accidental discovery in the field.

' A computerized spread sheet program to be used with SPBIS.
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of data listing from the Southern Pine Beetle Information System (SPBIS),

SPB priority program.-In conjunction with SPBIS, another
computer program was written that accessed the District's
ground check data and assigned a control priority. This program was based on work by Billings and Pase (1979) and was
also field tested in Texas, especially on the Sam Houston
National Forest. It provides information on the number of
additional trees that will be killed in 30 days and the number
that will be actively infected in 30 days (Billings and Hynum
1980) (fig. 4). This allows the District to concentrate on spots
that are most likely to grow.
SPB summary program .-During SPB outbreaks, the
National Forest Supervisor's Offices often need data on either
the status of control efforts or the volume of timber removed.
This information can be obtained by utilizing a program that
reads the necessary information from SPBIS and then summarizes data for the report. Most Supervisor's Offices have a
terminal or computer capable of accessing the FPM microcomputer in Pineville, LA, so a status report can be obtained
at any time (fig. 5 ) .

Management Approaches for Annosus Root Rot
MR hazard rating.-Hazard rating for ARR using soil
characteristics has been of interest since a southwide survey
found higher levels of ARR damage in thinned stands with
sandy soils than in those with loamy or clayey soils (Powers
and Vernal1 1962). A workable hazard-rating method based
on a survey of thinned plantations in Virginia was developed
by Morris and Frazier (1966) and further substantiated by
other researchers (Alexander and others 1975; Froelich and
others 1966). Survey work by the Southern and Southeastern
Forest Experiment Stations IFroelich and others 1977; Kuhlman and others 1976) identified a number of soil series that
often sustained severe ARR infections.
To utilize this soils information, a list of mapped soil series
on the Holly Springs RD was prepared using Soil Conservation Service soil series descriptions. Series were placed in a
generally decreasing order of sand content and increasing
clay content. Hazard rating was done according to methods
detailed in the research cited above (table 1). While the
method of hazard rating by soil series of Froelich and others

(1977) initially was judged best for the Holly Springs, the
hazard-rating method was later modified to designate silt loam
soils as moderate hazard and add Smithdale as high hazard
(Mistretta and others 1983). Mylar overlays of district soils
maps were color coded to indicate high- and moderate-hazard
soil series and the maps bound in a notebook (for District use)
that included a detailed explanation of the hazard ratings and
guidelines for using them (fig. 6). These mylar hazard maps
can be directly overlaid on stand maps during future prescription processes and will be particularly useful because SPB
hazard from CISC files or the prescription process can be
easily coded on stand maps, and hazard of both SPB and ARR
directly compared. A composite map of the District showing
both SPB risk and ARR hazard was made for use in planning.
During the hazard-rating process, District personnel were
shown the various hazard classes of soils in the field.
Disease status.-A survey of 23 thinned loblolly, shortleaf,
and mixed stands was made to provide the District with information about the abundance, distribution, and impact of ARR.
The disease was found to be widespread and common in
loblolly stands (table 2) with damage mostly moderate. Less
than 10 percent of the shortleaf pine stands had evidence of
root rot. Fifty percent of the stands with both loblolly and
shortleaf had root rot. Survey results indicate that the disease
is most likely to cause problems in loblolly plantations;
however, as more shortleaf plantations are established and
thinned, ARR problems may increase for this species.
Annostls sampling procedure (ASP).-To provide the District with more specific information about root rot, a cooperative arrangement was made with Dr. Sam Alexander of Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (VPI&SU) to
field test the annosus sampling procedure. Four thinned loblolly pine plantations were selected for sampling and 20 plots
of four trees were established in each. Trees were measured
for height, d.b.h., radial growth, and live crown ratio, and a
I-foot-square by 1-foot-deephole was dug at 110 sample points
and the pine roots removed and inspected for symptoms of
ARR. Percentage of infection was then calculated for the
plantations, utilizing root counts from all 10 samples (Alexander and others 1985) (table 3 ) .
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NATf ONAL FOREST-13 RANGER DISTRICT-1
REPORTING PERIOD: 84/10/01 TO 85/12/31

. . . . . .9
. . . . . .I965
....
..48
PULPWOOD SALVAGED. . . . . . . . - 0
SAWT IMBER SALVAGED . . . . . . . '1861
SPOTS SALVAGED . . .
.. . . . . .21
SPOTS TREATED (CUT/LEAVE)* . . . .23
TREES TREATED (CUT/LEAVE).. . . .3745
SPOTS GONE I N A C T I V E . . . . . . . .20
SPOTS TREATED (TOTAL).
. . '74
PULPWD MARKED BUT NOT TRT. . . . .8
SAWTBR MARKED BUT NOT TRT. .
. .97
SPOTS MARKED BUT NOT TRT. . . . .2
DATE OF LAST FLIGHT.
. .85/02/26
.
.
. .0
SPOTS OBSERVED-LAST FLIGHT
TOTAL NUMBER OF NEW SPOTS. . . . .87
TOTAL PULPWOOD MARKED,
TOTK SAWTIMBER MARKED
NUMBER OF SPOTS MARKED

Figure %Summary of southern prne beetle control data obtained
from SPBIS.

To help validate this method, three i:20-acre plots were
established in each plantation and all the trees pulled out with
a bulldozer. Each plot tree was measured and percentage of
root infection calculated from an examination of the totally
exposed root svstems. These data, together with similar data
from all over the South, were used to develop the growth and
yield model GU-ANNOSUS (Mokans and Alexander 19851,
described below.
C Y - M N O S U S model.-To utilize the stand and ARR infection data, researchers at VPI&SU modified a growth and
yield model for thinned loblolly pine plantations and designated the modification CY-ANNOSUS (Hokans and others
1985). The model predicts the cubic foot yield loss due to
root disease at specified points in the future (fig. 7 ) . Infectron
percentage and stand parameters obtained in the ASP were
used to drive the computerized growth and yield model.
Projected yield losses for the four plantations at the next
thinning ( I0 years after thinning) ranged from 5 to 15 percent
(table 3). Infection levels in these plantations ranged from 17
to 33 percent. All four plantations were on silt loam soils
(Lexington and Providence) that had initially been rated as
high hazard. Based on this le\iel of infmion and yield loss.
the hazard r a t i n of silt loam in this area was reduced to
intemediate , as previousiy mentioned.
Economics of borax treatment.-To demonstrate the use
of the computer model "Economic Analysis of Borax Treatrnent" (available as a separate program on the IPM Dec~sion

Table I-Annosus root rot hazard for soils series on the Hogy Springs National Forest according to varjous workers and as used in the Integrated
Pest Management Demonstration Proj:ect

Soil serres

Morrrs and
Frazier 1966

Eustis
Lucy
Troup
McLaurin
Smitl-tdaie
Ruslon
Jena
Bibb
Ochfockonee
Maben
Mantachie
Oaklimiter
Sweatman
Tippah
Lex~ngton(loess)
Chenneby
Dulac (loess)
Bude
Calloway
Cascilla
Providence
Grenada
Loring (loess)
Gillsburg
Falaya (loess)
Arkabutla

High
High
High
High
High
High
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
lntermed.
Low
lntermed.
Low
Low
Intermed.
lntermed.
Intermed,
lntermed.
Low
Low
Low

Froelich el. ai. 1966
Alexander et. al. 1975

Kuhlrnan el. a/. 18763
Froel~chel. al. 1977

Xlgh
Wtgh
High
High
W~gh
High
Low
Low
Low
Low
tow
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

MrsireMa
et. ai. 1983

Hrgh
High

-

High
High

-

-

-
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-

Hrgh

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

v

-

High

-

High
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-
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-
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P
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Hazard rating
appired'

As modified
or interpreted2

Wigh
High
High
Migh
High

High
High
High
High
High
High
Low

High
bow
bow

Low

Low
Low
tow
Low
Low
Low
High
Low
High
Low
Low
High
High
bow
High
bow
High
Low

tow
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Intermed.
Low
Intermed.
Low
Low
Intermed.
Intermed.
Low
Intermed.
Low
Intermed.
Low

' Th~sscheme was used as a stisfling pclnt and soil hazard maps were coded accordingly
Based on our f~eldsuweys, we feei th~smore accurately represents the hazard
Based on a report (Mrstrena and others 1983) of damage rn 4 of 5 stands surveyed on thrs soti on the Bankhead National Forest, Alabama
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Key), data were collected from four loblolly stands marked
for their first thinning. After stand pilrarneter input. the model
predicts a percent return on investment (in borax treatment)
after taxes (table 4). Utilizing yield-loss percentages gensrated by GV-ANNOSUS results in a relatively accurate reading of the output table (fig, 8).

O&er Approaches
IPM Decision Key.-The IPM Decision Key, written by a
team of entomologists and pathologists and a siilviculturist, is
an interactive program designed for a microcomputer. Questions are asked that require forest stand data and shofi-tern
management plans. A list of management recommendations

.

is then provided for SPB, pales weevil, fusifonn rust, ARR,
pitch canker, and littleleaf disease.
This program was already developed at the time the Holly
Springs demonstration project %as initiated. The project objeetive was to deternine how applicable the Decision Key was
to Xational Forests. The major concern of field foresters was
that, for use in cornparlment prescription writing, more specific inhmation was needed. For instance, one recommendation on high-hazard annosus sites is to increase spacing in the
next plantation. Specific infomation is needed in the cornpafiment prescription on the required spacing for planting. In
some cases (such as this one), research infomation is not
available, but. if this option is chosen, the District foresters
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Tabte 2-Characteristics

Compartment stand

' None

of thinned stands surveyed for annosus root rot on the Holly Springs National Forest

Species

Approx.
years
since
thinning

ARR

Conks
Windthrow
Mortattty
Strrngy rot

Damage"
level

Approx.
soil texture

Moderate
Light
None
None
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Silt loam
Silt loarn
Silt loam
Silt loam
Sill loam
Silt loam
Silt loam
Silt loam

Loblolly
Loblotly
Loblotly
Loblolly
Lobiolly
Lobfolly
Loblolly
Loblolly

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

XXX0
OXXO
0000
0000
XXXO
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX

Shortleaf
Shortleaf
Shortleaf
Shortleaf
Shortleaf
Shortleaf
Shortleaf
Shortleaf
Shortleaf
Shortleaf
Shortleaf

No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

0000
0000
OXXO
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

None
None
Moderate
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Silt ioam
Sandy loarn
Sandy loam
Silt loam
Silt loam
Silt ioam
Silt loam
Clay loam
Silt loam
Sandy loam
Silt loam

Mix
Mix
Mix
Mix

Yes
?
?
Yes

XX
OX
OX
XX

Moderate
Light
Light
Moderate

Silt loam
Sandy
Sandy
Stit loamisand

-

Yes
?

XO
XO
XO
XX

no noticeable damage from ARR
Light = linie evidence of ARR: a few dead trees present
Moderate = A few to several infection centers of 1-3 trees; occas~onalw~ndthrowsandlor broken stems on ground
Severe =. several to many rnfect~oncenters wlth 1 3 trees; many windthrows andlor broken stems on ground

must decide on planting density and include it in the prescription.
minning priorig program .-This computer program was
developed for the microcomputer (by forester Brent Botts of
the Holly Springs RD) to determine commercial thinning priority for work not completed during the scheduled year. The
program considers the following stand variables: basal area,
average stand d. b. h. , volume, age. site index, access, method
of harvest, and ARR hazard, Each variable is then weighed
based on its importance in detemining the thinning priority.
The implementation of this method resulted in an estimated
savings of $570 to the District and also improved use of
personnel. Since the program concept was developed by a
forester, it provides an excellent example of the acceptance

and integration of pest management considerations along with
forest stand conditions in the decisionmaking process.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER TO OTHER
NATIONAL FORESTS
As previously described. the computerized system of recording (SPBIS) and tracking SPB spots was field tested on the
National Forests in Texas. It has since been implemented on
all seven Districts in the State, on three Districts of the
Kisatchie NF, and on three Districts of the National Forests in
Mississippi. Before the end of 1985, SPBIS will probably be
implemented on at least four more National Forest Districts
in Louisiana and -Mississippi. Two noticeable advantages of

Table &Stand pilrameters, percent infection, and percent yjefd loss (predicted by GY-ANNOSUS) of th~nned
lobloNy pine plantations on the Holly Springs National Forest infected w~thannosus root rot.

Yield loss

Comparlment stand

Age

Basal
area

Mean
d.b.h.

Mean
height

Site
index
base age 25

(5%) 10 yrs.
Percent
infected

after first
thinning

Table &Estimated percent return on investment in borax treatment at the next hamest for four foblo/!y pine stands
on the Holly Springs National Fbrest, assuming infeclron with annosus root rot occurs at previously
measured levels.

Compartment
pay unit

Age

Stems1
acre

Mean
d.b,h.

Mean
height

the computerized SPBIS are: 1) It has been well received on
all of the Forests, and 2) the data appear to be more accurate
than is the case with previous data-collection systems.
Prior to this project, only the Kisatchie NF had implemented risk rating. Since this project's initiation, NF RISK
has been implemented on National Forests in Mississippi,
Texas, and Alabama (Nettleton 1983).
The annosus sampling technique and CY-ANNOSUS
appear to be useful toois for providing infomation to the land
manager on infection levels and potential gso&th loss due to
this disease. In addition, they complement the program
'"conomic Analysis of Borax Treatment" by providing estimates of yield loss. This technique, used with success on
private land in Alabama and on Federal land in South Carolina,
will soon be implemented on other National Forests in lMississippi and on the Bankhead National Forest in Alabama. ARR
hazard rating has been accomplished for both the Bankhead
NF in Alabama and the Sam Houston N F in Texas and is
being implemented on other Mississippi National Forests.
Efforts are undenvay to make this new technology available
through a fact sheet and an annosus root rot slide-"ipe program that includes the annosus sampling procedure. Plans are
undenvay to incorporate CY-ANNOSUS in FPM's interacfive computer system to make it easily available to land
managers.

INFLUENCE OF THE DE-3aoiVsrl;RilarroxPROJECT
ON THE NATIONAL FORESTS IN MISSISSIPPI
The Holly Springs NF demonstration project was highly
successful in incorporating forest pest management practices
in forest management decisionmaking. SPB and ARR hazard
rating have been included in the compartment silvicultural
prescription process, which allows pest management considerations to be applied at the time when stand management is
planned for the next 10-year period.
Implementation of technology important in managing pest
outbreaks was also successful. Guidelines for determining
priorities were implemented for the removal of SPB spots
during a severe epidemic, and the SPBIS program was modified to fit the needs of the Holly Springs NF. New techniques
for evaluating ARR and predicting damage were field-tested
and demonstrated to district personnel.

Site
index
base age 50

Percent stems
marked
for
removal

Percent return
(harvest in 10 yrs.)
after taxes
(5-15% yreld

loss)

Technoiogy found applicable on the Holly Springs project
was subsequently impkemented on National Forest land in
Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama and on Federal
land in South Gaolina. Expanded implementation is planned
for hfississippi and Alabama National Forests. Suppoa and
acceptance of the technology were a direct result of the exposure provided by this project. Imporlant to its success were:
1) Establishment of a close working relationship with District
personnel, 2) presentation of infomation in a format useful
to the practitioner, and 3) easy access to the infomation
needed to make resource management decisions. Future technology transfer effofis in the Southern Region will continue
to build on these elements and the relationships developed
during this demonstration project.
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DEMONSTRAT NG THE EFFICACY OF TH NNlNG FOR
REDUCING SOUTHERN P NE BEETLE MPACTS N NORTH
CAROLINA
Coleman Doggeu"

INTRODUCTION
Epidemics of the southern pine beetle (SPB) have
been known to occur at irregular intervals in North Carolina since the mid-1700's (Price and Doggett 1978). During the most recent epidemic, which occurred between
1960-76, an estimated 1,340,914 cords of pulpwood and
606,850 141 fbm sawtimber valued at nearly $39 million was
killed by the beetle (table I).
Around 19.5 million acres of North Carolina is in commercial timberland, or approximately 63 percent of the State's
total acreage. Of this, over 6.5 million acres is in pine type
susceptible to SPB attack. The ownership pattern of this
resource is of interest. About 5.2 percent of North Carolina's
commercial forest land is contained in the National Forest
System; 10.9 percent is owned by forest industry; 3.8 percent

is owned by other public agencies; and a sizable 88.1 percent
is owned by some 250,000 private individuals.
The variety of interests, abilities, and assets of private
owners makes a unified, well-coordinated approach to pest
management difficult. Experience has shown that while these
landowners are certainly more interested in SPB control during outbreak periods, they are not willing to adopt measures
to alleviate future outbreaks. Consequently, private nonindustrial landowners were the targeted audience for a demonstration on how SPB incidence and impact can be reduced through
application of current technology.
Analysis of current technology reveals that the impact of
SPB is influenced by a number of factors, most of which the
landowner cannot control. For instance, soil type, species,
and stand density have been identified as factors influencing
beetle activity (Hicks 1980). The land manager, however,

Table 1--Southern pine beetle damage estimates in North Carolina, 1960-80'

Estimated
Calendar
year2

Stumpage values4

volume salvaged3
Cords

M fbm

Total volume killed
Cords

' Information collected from State and Federal pest control spec~alists

* Inttral year based on ava~labieState records.

Includes estimates on Federal, State, and private lands
Estimates from State pest spec~af~sts;
same values ass~gnedto t~rnbersalvaged

"enior Staff Forester, North Carolina Department of Natural Resources
and Conservation, Division of Forest Resources, Raleigh, NC.

M fbm

Total

Pulpwood

Sawtimber

value

$/cords

$/M fbm

$

cannot practically change the soif type on his property, and.
in most instances, must work with tree species atready
established. The mqor factor that may be effectively manipulated by the landowner or manager is stand density. which
may be controlled by thinning. Bn Norlh Carolina, thinning is
usually accomplished by commercial operators % ho utilize
the thinned material for pulpwood or sawtimber, Thus, we
set as our project's objective the demonstration of the practicality and efficacy of cornmericat thinning to reduce SPB
damage in the State.

APPROACHES TO IIilEETING THE OBJECTIVES
Upon detemination that commercial thinning was the most
practical option for reducing SPB impact, it was neressav to
conduct a suwey to evaluate whether commercial thinning
could be done on a statewide basis. Consequently, a questionnaire was prepared and sent to all county offices to determine the availability of thinning operations. The questionnaire asked county personnel to classidi). thinning opportunities in their counties as 1) readily available, 2 ) usually
available, 3) difficult, or 4) not available. The results of this
survey revealed that in only 30 of the State's 100 counties
was commercial pulpwood thinning readily available. In
another 23 counties, commercial thinning was usually available, while in the remaining 47, it was difficult or irnpolsible
to obtain thinning contractors (fig. 1). Qbviously, it was
Iimporlant to concentrate our demonstration areas in those
counties where thinning oppofiunities were greatest
The next part of our project focused on selecting those
counties where SPB had traditionally been a problem. This
was done by detemining the number of years that shosjted
SPB activitj during the 1960-76 outbreak period (fig. 2).
Based on thinning opportunity an8 past SPB incidence,
four counties wers selected for demonstration prdects. These
were Vance, Uavidson, Cleveland, and Polk Counties (fig.
31.

Technicians were hired in the selected counties with the
sole responsibility of carrying o u t thinning operations in
pulpwood-size stands. These technicians contacted focal
tandowners, explained the program. and offered to make timber examinat~ons.During the examination, a fcjrrn was cornpleaed that detailed stand conditions (fig. 4). The form was
developed in cooperation with Dr. Fred Hain, an SPB
researcher affiliated with North Carolina State University.
The form sened the dual function of determining appropriate
management recommendations and forming the basis for
research analysis in future outbreaks. Data collected on the
form included stand species, age, height of dominants. diameter range, basal, area, soil type, bark thickness, proporlion of
live crown, and radiai growth rate.
If the timber examination indicated the need for thinning, a
brochure (Nort;h Carolina Forest Service 1982) explaining the
value of thinning as an SPB mitigation measure was given to
the landowner. If the landowner agreed to have timberland
thinned, the technician marked the crooked, diseased, and
suppressed trees for removal ~ i t the
h goal of reducing stand
density to a basal area of 80 to 90 square feet. After marking
the trees, the technician gave the landowner a list of timber
buyers in the area. When actual cutting began, the technician
made frequent checks to be sure that the stand was cut as
marked and that no undue damage occurred to the residual
trees. Following tlp~sprocedure, some f 25 different tracts
containing over 1,500 acres wers marked and thinned.

DISCUSSION AND @%)NG&US109S
GommerciaI thinning i s an excellent approach to ccrntr-01ling stand density. Research indicates that the less dense
stands resulting from thinning should have fewer SPB problems and, when problems do occur, their impact will be less
than In dense stands. Although approximately half of the
State of North Carolina has little or no thinning operations
avanlable esmmerciaIIy, the Piedmont region, traditionally

Not available
Us u a l l y a v a i l a b i e

/qj
-

8

- Difficult
Readily available

Figure "IPlne pulpwood thinning operations comrnerc~aliyavailable in Noflts Carolina, 1982.

B e e t l e a c t i v i t y 10 -C y e a r s
Figure 2-Southern

pine beetle occurrence in North Carolina, 1960-96.

the worst SPB problem area, offers the best commercial thianing opportunities.
A thinning demonstration project conducted in Nofih Carolina from 1980-83 indicates that if an effort is made to
contact: landowners and provide a complete thinning job (e.g.,
marking and cutting supervision), landowners are receptive
to utilizing the operation as an SPB mitigation tool. Although
no severe SPB outbreak has occurred since the thinnqingproject ended, when the next outbreak does occur, the project's
results will enable us to compare the thinned stands with
nearby unthinned stands to demonstrate the technique's effectiveness in reducing SPB damage.
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Figure 3-Counties where SPB thinning projects were located. North Carolina Demonstration Project
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If a thinned stand is attacked, redo this form. far the attacked plot. Take
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condition form developed for North Carolina thinning projects.
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DEMONSTRATING INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT ON
NATIONAL FORESTS IN SOUTH CAROL NA AND GEORGIA
William H. Moffard and Steven W. Oak"
INTRODI[JCTION
Forest pests have always been major problems on the Tyger
and Enoree Districts of the Sumter National Forest (South
Carolina) and the Chattooga and Oconee Districts of the
Chattahoochee -Oconee National Forest (Georgia). With the
exception of the northern third of the Chattooga District (an
area located within the Southern Appalachian Mountains),
the Districts are entirely on the Piedmont plateau, where
decades of land abuse have eroded much of what once was
productive topsoil. On the poor soils that remain, tree growth
is often slow, and the area's forest cover is susceptible to two
of the most significant pests of southern pine: southern pine
beetle (SPB) and littleleaf disease (LLD).
During the latest SPB outbreak (1979-80), millions of
cubic feet of timber were killed by the beetle on National
Forest Ranger Districts in the area described earlier. Likewise,
LLD impact within these areas has been enormous. Southwide,
at least 15 million acres have been affected by this disease,
and damage has been serious enough to affect management
on some 5 million acres.
Because of this grim history, these Districts were selected
for an Integrated Pest Management (IPM) demonstration
project. The project had four primary objectives.
1) Identify existing IPM technologies for the management
of pine pests on National Forests.
2) Communicate the IPM technology to Forest Service
land managers.
3) Illustrate how the IPM technologies can work to maximize use of National Forest lands for different objectives.
4) Coordinate the work on the Sumter National Forest
with the companion demonstration project on State and
private land being conducted by Clemson University
and the South Carolina Forestry Commission,

APPROACHES TO MEETING THE OBJECTIVES
Identifying Existing ZPlM Technologies: Objech've f
Several survey and evaluation methods were screened and
the ones found most appropriate for the demonstration area
(fig. 1) were selected following consultation with area land
managers. The techniques chosen were easy to apply and
required a minimum of fieldwork for implementation.
While LLD and SPB were of principal concern, fusiform
rust, annosus root rot (ARR), and pales weevil were also
considered,
Fusiforrn rust.-Land managers were
with' a ha'ard map for fusiform
generated from an
survey of
Respectively, Entomologist and Plant Pathologist, USDA Forest Service,
Southern Region, Forest Pest Management, Asheville, NC.

the Sumter National Forest. In the demonstration area, rust is
a management concern in limited areas or individual stands,
Computer programs for economic analysis of some rust management strategies are part of the IPM Decision Key (Anderson
and others 1982; Redmond 1985) and were provided to assist
decisionmakers .
Annosus root rot.-As
with fusiform rust, ARR is not a
major concern within the demonstration area. Nevertheless,
high incidence may occur in individual stands, causing severe
damage. A root-sampling technique (Alexander 1984) was
used in the demonstration area to assess disease incidence
and growth loss in individual stands. Further, economic analyses for stump treatments with borax following thinnings
were provided through the IPM Decision Key.
Pales weevil.-For this pest, land managers were supplied
with the latest management information, as well as an economic analysis computer program. Similar to the fusiform
rust management economic model, this program helps land
managers determine whether chemical treatment of seedlings
or a delay in planting provides the most economical protection against weevil attacks on trees planted in recently cut
forests.
Littleleaf disease.-Littleleaf
is the most significant disease in the demonstration area. Efforts, therefore, were concentrated on hazard mapping. Methods for predicting LLD
damage in shortleaf and loblolly pine stands were developed
from intensive research in the Piedmont during the 1940's
and 1950's. Investigations were centered in the heart of the
demonstration area on the Calhoun Experimental Forest, Sumter National Forest, making the results directly applicable to
project needs.
Individual stand hazard was deteimined by using a rating
scale that assigned point values for the critical soil factorserosion class, soil consistency, depth to zone of greatly reduced
permeability, and subsoil mottling (Campbell and Copeland
1954). Though quite accurate, the system requires onsite soil
evaluation. Instead, soil series were placed in one of three
damage classes based on the close association between risk
and the internal drainage characteristics of the soil series
(Campbell and Copeland 1954). This approach can be applied
without costly, labor-intensive fieldwork.
We interpreted the damage classes as disease-hazard classes
and summarized (from published Soil Conservation Service
(SCS) County Survey Reports) the internal drainage characteristics critical to the uoint urediction svstem of the 20 soil
series already grouped by Campbell and Copeland for the
area (1954, table 1). We then evaluated the same characteristics for the previously unclassified soil series and assigned
them to the appropriate hazard class (table 2). These hazard
classes were the foundation from which individual stand hazI
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Surnter N a t i o n a l F o r e s t , S C
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5/

- Enoree

Chattohoochee

Districts
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Notional Forest, GA

Oconee D i s t r i c t
Chottoopo District
Figure l-Regional

map showing location of districts in demonstration area.

Table l-Internal drainage characteristics of soif series in the Sumter National Forest with known relationships to litflefeaf damage classes

Internal drainage characteristics"

Damage
Soil series2

class2

Wilkes, Vance,
Orange,
Gatawba,
Meckienburg,
Herndon, Taturn,
Mantoo

High

Mos"rly clay

Sfow to moderately
slow with marked
reduction at 12
inches or less.
exception:
Herndon

Present within
18 - 24 inches

Louisa,
Madison,
Apgling, Heiena

Intermediate

Mostly clay

Moderate to moderately
slow without
marked change,
except~on:Helena

Usually greater
than 24 inches

Lloyd, Nason,

how

Loamy clay
or coarser

Moderate without
marked change.

Usually greater
than 36 inches

Durham,

Subsoil

Permeability

Lockhart, Cecil,
Georgevilte,
Davrdson, Alamance

' In

Camp ana others 1975 Camp and others 1960, f-fardee 1982
As~~ciafton
of so11sertes w ~ t hdamage class I n Campbell and Copeland 1954

Mottles

Table 2-Soil seaes found wtttlhtn the Sumter a n d Oconee-ClsaeahoocheeNationai Forests ciass~fied
for IrPleleleaf disease nsk according I'o !nfemal drainage ckaraclerisDcs of previousiy ciassifled sods (ref. table I )

W~nnsboro

VaucIuse
Coifax

lredeii

Worsham
Wrckham
Wehadkee
Wateree-Risn
Toccoa

Goidstor:
Efland
Enon
Susquehanna

Buncombe
Armenia

ChewacIa

Enoree

Bianton
AIlav~sta
Red Bay

Alley
Orangeburg

Starr
Gwr~nett

Nofiork

ard classes were detemined. Clearly, SCS County soil survey maps were essential to hazard mapping.
Southern pine beetle.-As
with LLD, emphasis on SPB
was on implementation of stand risk-rating systems and combining the systems with other technology.
Table 3 shows the risk-rating systems used. All systems,
with the exception of the LLD system, are products of either
the Expanded Southem Pine Beetle Research and Applications Program CESPBRAB) or the Integrated Pest Management Research, Development, and Applications Program for
Bark Beetles of Southern Pines (IPM). ilmore detailed explanation of each SPB rating system follows:
PIEDMONT RISK (Wedden 1985b): This system uses
three variables to rate stands for SPB risk: 1) Slope, 2)
clay component of soil, and 3) shortleaf pine component
of the stand. Table 4 shows how these variables are considered in determining whether risk of SPB attack is high,
medium, or low. Since ail this information is available
through SCS maps and stand records, the ratings can be
assigned without onsite visits.

Table &PIEDMONT

Tyger

Enoree

Oconee

LI'TTLELEAF

X

X

X

PIEDMONT RISK

X

X

NF RISK

X

MTN RISK

P HAZARD GA'

IS

shortleaf

No - lass than 50 percent of the prns is shortleaf

1
0

Steep slope:
Yes - slopes are greater than 10 percent

1

No - slopes are less than 10 percent

0

Clay sol/:
Yes - clay iaam, clay, silty clay 1>28 percent clay)

7

No - sandy loam, sandy ciay loam, foam
(<: 28 percent clay)

0

Risk class

high

Risk value (total score)
3

moderate

2

low

1

determines rc1atit.e susceptibility to SPB as .very high, high,
medium, or low. This system was not used in the demonstration area, except as a means of validating NF RISK
(see below).

--

Rating

system

Score

Yes - more than 50 percent of the prne

Table >R/sk-rating systems employed /n South Carolina - Georg~a
IPM demonstratim area

-

for southern pine beetle

Shortleaf pine,

P HAZARD C A (Belanger and others 1981 ): This system was developed for the Georgia portion of the demonstration area. Four variables (soil suriBce depth to "A"
horizon, radial g r o ~ t hof dominant and codominant trees
for the last 5 years, average live crown ratio for all pines,
and percentage of loblolly in the total pine component) are
used to develop a discriminant score. In turn. this score

District

RlSK system

Chaltooga

X

X
X

' Used to valrdate NF RISK mod!flcation
37

N F RISK (Lorio and Sontmers 1981 ): NF (National
Forest) RISK uses existing computer-based data stored in
GlSG (Continuous I n k e n t o ~of Stand Conditions), the program and file the National Forest System uses to describe
the changing status of its forest stands. The system has
been successfully used to rate for SSPB risk on the Kisatchie
National Forest in Louisiana. Through confirmatron with
historical records, it uas found thdt cerlain ClSC data,
such as "'Stand Condirton Class'" it..g., ""immature sawtimber"), could be reliably associated with SPB risk. With
the assistance of Roger P. Belanger of the Southeastern
Forest Experiment Stataon, the system uas modified for
conditions on the Oconee and (touthem Chattocga (Piedmont
section) Districts in Georgia. Modifications for the Georgta Piedmont principally reflected site index differences
and Piedmont littleleaf influences as they relate to SPB
risk. Figure 2 shows the modified flowchart sequence for
the Georgia Piedmont.

L o b l o l l y or S h o r t l e a f ?

-

No (low h a z a r d )

Yes
M a t u r e or Immature ~ a w t i m b e r ?- No (low h a z a r d )

Yes

Operability?

- No

Yes

Lobl olly

Short l e a f

I

( S i t e Index)

I
89-80
< 80

> SO

(high-hazard)

(med. hazard) (low h a z a r d )

( S i t e Index)

I

-> 9 0
(very high
hazard)

1

I

89 80
(high h a z a r d )

79 70
(med. h a z a r d )

-

Figure 2-NF

-

1

< 70
(low h a z a r d )

RISK flowchart modified for the Oconee National Forest.

Figure 3 shows the percentage of very high, high,
medium, and low risk stands on the Oconee and Piedmont
regions of the Chattooga District.
MOUNTAIN RISK (Hedden 1985a). This system reliably projects SPB risk in mountain stands where shortleaf,
Virginia, pitch, and Table Mountain pines are a significant
component of the forest cover. The system was developed
within the demonstration area and, when applied in a larger
area, correctly rated more than 80 percent of the stands.

Communicating lPrM Technology to Land Managers:
Objective 2
Assimilation and continued application of IPM technology
require that the products of hazard rating (hazard maps) be
provided in a form that is compatible with current management methods. Maps were prepared to aid in the compartment prescription process at the Ranger District level.
Three distinct phases were involved in providing information and involving land managers in the application of hazard

rating. The first phase made them aware of the procedures
used in rating stands for SPB and LLD and in developing
hazard maps. Project personnel converted SCS maps to the
scale of currently used compartment maps, color-coded soil
types according to hazard, set criteria for determining individual stand hazard, and manually produced hazard maps.
In a second phase, only the essential information (SCS soil
maps at the appropriate scale, with hazard classes coded) was
provided to land managers. This gave them the flexibility of
developing their own criteria for hazard rating stands. For
example, one manager might rate a stand high hazard if 50
percent of its acreage was on high-hazard soil, while another
might consider any high-hazard soil as sufficient reason for a
high rating.
The final phase supplemented this flexibility by computerizing the mapping process for increased speed and accuracy
in data retrieval and map reproduction, long-term data storage,
and use of information developed for pest management for
other resource management situations. This was accomplished

Very High

Medium

High

Low

S t a n d S u s c e p t i b i l i t y Rating
Figure >Percentage of total acreage susceptible to southern pine beetle as classified by NF RISK
(Piedmont region oniy).

by using a computerized Geographic Information System (CIS)
developed by R.L. Beveridge of the USDA Forest Service,
Region 4, Boise, Idaho (Beveridge and Knapp 1984). This
GIs consists of programs prefixed PEST and was originally
developed to assist in summarizing and mapping forest pest
data collected during aerial surveys of 13.5 million acres of
forest land in the West. It allows entry of point data (e.g.,
beetle spots) or polygon data (e.g., an area of high-hazard
soil), data summary and editing, map plotting, and the overlaying of data files to determine areas of commonality (e.g . ,
overlaying soil hazard with forest type-fig . 4).
PEST programs were originally developed to store and edit
plot data over a large geographic area (half of a 7.5-minute
quad map or about 1 10 mi2) using a Hewlett-Packard desktop
computer, digitizer, and plotter. Modification was needed to
run the programs on our equipment and process information
for a much smaller area (about 4 mi2). While losing the
capability of generating larger area maps (e.g., showing LLD
hazard soils on an entire District or Forest), it did allow for
the production of hazard maps for individual compartments at
the same scale as maps currently in use on the Ranger Districts.

;

Figure GDiagrammatrc representatron of how the Geographic Informatton System compares various strata Drgrtized map
(botlom) IS based on "stacking" data from three strata ( ~ n
thrs case, stand, topographic, and soils informatron)

The steps involtred in generating maps similar to hazard
maps with PEST programs are described in Beveridge and
Knapp ( 1984).
A stand boundap map can be plotted on a transparency
film and directly overlayed onto the LLD soil hazard map to
assist land mmagers in locating relative positlons of various
hazard class coils within existing stands (figs. 5 and 6). When
combined with the tabular summaw of acreage bj hazard
clacs for each stand. these maps allow informed decisions to
be made about hazard rating of existing stands. Furrher, they
can be used in monitoring high-hazard areas during pest
outbreaks, in decisionmaking for intermediate cultural treatments (e.g., prccentive or salvage thinning), and in totvering
the pathological rotation age.

IUustuating How HP:W Teckn~logiesWork on ~Va~crnaE
Forest Lanh: Ohjecttlve 3
The third o'c?jectiveof the project was accomplished in four
steps:
t ) Demonstration of computerized decisionmaking aids.
2) Incorporation of hazard-rating and decisionmaking aids
into the compa~mentprescription process.
3) Survey of previously undocumented losses from LLD
in loblolly stands.
4) Field demonstrations of the assessment techniques and
applications.

Demonstration of ctlmpl;tevized deciniotzmaking aids.
-kfinitem computer terminals were placed on the Tyger
and Enoree Districts in South Carolina. These terminals provide access to technology available on the Forest Pest iManagement host computer in Doraville, GA. Programs available
to the Districts included the Integrated Pest Management Decision Key, which considers a variety of variables in formulating pest management recommendations for specific site-standpest conditions, and several economic models that permit a
detailed financial analysis of pest management alternatives.
These economic models dealt with such pests as fusiform
mst. ARR, SPB, and pales weevil.
Additional technology was also transfened to District: personnel through training sessions, publicat~ons,and close work
with individual professionals.
Incorporarion sf hazard-raring and ciec.i~ior7rnakiuagaids
irzeci the conzpartrnent prescription puoces3 ,-The
hazardrating maps were placed in compa&ment prescription files for
continuing reference. They will be used for 10 years, after
ukrich the areas will be reexamined and management options
reevaluated.
The maps and tables will influence silvicuiltural prescripdons, including thinning, species selection, and stand conversion. This information helps t s ensure that pest management
is considered in formulating silvicultural strategies,
Suweq' of previausfy u n d o c u m n n t dosses from LLD in
tobloli~~
smnds.-A survey of LLD in loblolly pine stands
was carried out on the Tyger and Enoree Districts cooperatively with Clemson University (Dr. Frank Tainter) and Sumter National Forest personnel. The suwey was conducted in
response to concerns by Forest Service foresters that loblolly

was sustaining noticeable damage in many areas and management guidelines for such stands were not avallahls. Symptoms included yeflow foliage, foliage dwarftng and tufting,
branch dieback, and reduced annual increment. Land managers also reporred -'negative gro* th' " over 10-jear meaciurenment periods in some damaged standr due to the con~btned
effect\ ctf tree mortality and very poor grtrtbth.
We rtfustrated the losses by iturveylnp damaged standit and
determining: a) Incidence of damage, b) growfth reductron
due to LLD, and c) lnceptiori of growth reduction refatate to
expression of crown iyrnptr~ms.It 1s hoped. that resulri, of the
survey will be urefui rn determrning pathological rcitatron
apes on different hazard \ate<,scheduling presalvage tktfinings.
and detern~iningthe need for stand conversion to hardwood\.
Preliminary ana1yre.t rndicate that: I ) Trees with light: and
severe crown symptorns (impacted trees) grow clgnificantly
less than healthy trees but do not differ from each other; 2)
growth of impacted trees culminated between age 30 and 4 0
but had not culminated in healthy trees bq age 50, 3) incidence of impacted trees averaged 15 percent on high- and
intern~ediatc-hazardsoils and 5 percent on lolv-hazard sotls.
Further analysis is needed to determine: 1) The relationship between the onset of crown %ymptomsand growth reduction (this \viHi aid in survey and damage asc;essment), and 2)
specific guidelines on stand management (the level s f reduction that warrants action).
Fieid demons~mtionof rhe ussessmetzt tecizrziques and
c2pp/i~.crtiorrs.--Tbe ARR samp!ing technique was demonstrated on the Sakannah Riter Plant and on four National
Forest Ranger Districts outside the Piedmont demonstration
area. This disease can cause mortality or growth reduction
and can be a significant constraint to management in thinned
pine stands. Until recently, evaluation of ARR losses was
linlited to morlality. With the new ARR sampling system,
g r o ~ t hreduction can also be determined. Root samples are
systematically taken in thinned pins stands, the percentage of
infected roots discovered, and the growth loss quantified
through a computer growth and yield simulator called CVANNOSUS (Mokans and Alexander 1985).
The need to reinstate ARR preventive stump treatment was
demonstrated after the sampling system was applied in four
thinned but untreated pine stands on the Savannah River Plant.
High dist;a\e incidence was also present in thinned stands
outside the traditional ARR high-harard area.

Coordination With South Carolina% C~orrrganiclnDemon~lmtionBrajjeet on S&te and Private Land: Objective 4
The companion projects conducted in concert with the Forest Service-funded project by Clemson University and the
South Carolina Forestq Commission had significantly different objcctices. emphases, and client groups, but addressed
the same issue- the implementation of current IPhl technologies to reduce gest-caused losses in South Carolina. Close
coordination and cooperation were needed not only to avoid
duplication of effort but also to bring the results of the individual pro~ectsto as many groups as possible. Efforts ranged
from extensive collaboration on specific projects to more
limited roles as sources for information about other project

S PC3 h a z a r d
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E n o r e e Ranger D ~ s l r i c l
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Figure Fi----Ltttleieaf disease hazard map produced by GIS wrth tabular
output Stand map Jfop,~
IS electronica!iy overlayed on sotls
map (middie) The accornytanyrng computer program iboMarn)
tabulates stand acreage by hazard class Stand and so11
hazard maps can be manually overlayed by piottrng one
map on a transparency

1

Figure &Southern pine beetle soil risk map produced by eiecironrcaUy resorting sod series according to criteria rdentrf~edin
the PIEDM6MT RISK system Sorl hazard is one of t h e e
components that determine SPB risk

Figure 7-Stand risk for southern pine beetle on Compartment 154, Oconee National Forest, as
determined with modified NF RISK.
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activities. For example, the survey of LLD occurrence and
losses in Ioblolly pine on the Sumter National Forest involved
collaborative planning, field data collection. and data analysis with the Clemson project. Similarly, a slide-tape on LLD
and its effective management was jointly developed by
Clemson and USDA Forest Service investigators.
LLD hazard-rating methods were taught at formal workshops organized by Clemson University. Combined participation of all projects in informal status reporting sessions for
different client groups sertied the objectik es of all. Finally,
USDA Forest Service land managers were informed through
workshops and field demonstrations of the portable sawmill
(South Carolina Forestry Commission), the ARR management system and sampling method, the IPM Decision Key,
and other pest management software available to foresters
(Clemson), and the Clemson Pest Management Information
Center.

CONCLUSION
The south Carolina- Georgia project demonstrated the
importance of considering pests in forest resource management. With the latest technology (much of it developed through
ESPBRAP and the IPM Program), foresters and technicians
can accurately rate LLD and SPB risks. Computer programs
like the Integrated Pest Management Decision Key and economics models help foresters devise prescriptions for management of LLD, fusiform rust, ARR, SPB, and pales weevil
that are practical and cost effective. Computerized technology is now in a form that is easy to understand and adapt to
existing conditions.
The demonstration project concentrated on the specific needs
of the Federal forester. Efforts were made to ensure that the
appropriate technology was adapted to the Southern Region's
existing specifications and fomats. Examples include digitizing hazard maps to the same scale as USDA Forest Service
compartment prescription maps and
the CISC system to project SPB hazard with existing sitelstand data.
One important element of technology transfer is continued
application.
Since compartment data are reevaluated and
- updated at
intervals, the maps and other information
provided by this project for each compartment file will be
used by foresters for at least a decade.
Throughout the project, work was coordinated with the
companion South Carolina demonstration project to prevent
duplication of effort and ensure a more comprehensive
approach.
In the years to come, Forest Pest Management in the Southern Region will continue to monitor District use of the technology to verify its validity and consider the incorporation of
new information as it becomes available.
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Southern pine beetle (SPB) ha-, become an increasingly
impoaant pest of pine forests in South Carolina. As earl3 as
1804, General Charles Pinckney described the severity s f the
SPB problem when he reported the loss of 5,000 acres in a
7,000-acre pine plantation 26 miles north of Charleston. In a
recent outbreak (1972 - 741, over 78 1,000 cords and 25 1,000
M fbm of pine were killed by the insect (table I ) .
In October 1982, a cooperative Federal- State-university
demonstration project was implemented in South Carolina.
This project involved the cooperative interaction of the South
Carolina Forestry Commission (SCFC), Clemson University,
and the USDA Forest Sewice. The overall goal of the State
project was to provide nonindustrial private forest (NIPF)
landowners with small holdings with effective control and
prevention measures to reduce c u m n t and potential timber
losses caused by the SPB. The objectives were to:
1. Develop educational displays for the identification,
prevention, and suppression of SPB infestations.
2. Develop a training program for SCFC personnel to
improve and standardize SPB aerial and ground detection and suppression approaches.
3. Demonstrate the use of aerial photography and radio
navigation aids in locating spots.
4. Develop and demonstrate a stand hazard-rating system
for SPB in the Piedmont Region of South Carolina.
5. Develop leaflets and public service announcements relating to SPB identification, timber utilization, prediction,
prevention, and suppression.
6. Demonstrate silvieultural practices to reduce stand susceptibility to SPB attack.
7. Conduct portable sawmill (Mobile Dimension Sawa)
demonstrations.
Work on objectives 4 to 6 was contracted to the Clemson
University Department of Forestry (CUDF) by the Commission.

APPROACHES TO MEETING THE OBJECTIVES
Educational Displays
This approach was designed to educate and inform NIPF
owners and forest managers of the proper techniques of

'
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identifying, preventing, and suppressing SPB spots. To
achieve this goal, the SCFC constructed pemanent, modular
display units complete with lighting systems for each of its
seven districts. Two copies each of three photographic transparency sets and graph~cswere developed for these display
units. These visual aids displayed information on the identification of the SPB and the damage it causes, recognition of
SPB high-hazard stands, and the use of forest management
practices to prevent or reduce losses, and the proper application of effective control methods. The displays were used at
large landowner association meetings, State fairs, and farmcity week festivals.
SPB slide-tape programs and projectors were provided to
all SCFC districts. These programs were used by Commission foresters to transfer the latest technology concerning
SPB identification, hazard rating, prevention, and control to
forest landowner associations and related groups. Forty-five
presentations were made involving approximately 1,350
landow ners, foresters, and forestry technicians.

Training for SCFC Foresters
The SCFC is responsible for detecting and suppressing
forest pest outbreaks on both State and private lands in South
Carolina. An urgent need existed to irltensify training of SCFC
personnel involved in SPB aerial and ground detection and
suppression operations. Accordingly, 18 training sessions were
conducted for 124 SCFC personnel using techniques such as
slides and maps to achieve the level of awareness desired.
Personnel involved as observers in aerial detection and
suppression surveys were shown aerial slides of SPB infestations of known size. From these slides, the size (number of
trees) of the spots was estimated and recorded. Instmctors
then compared each observer's estimate with the known number of trees in each infestation to determine accuracy in estimating infestation size. Training continued until all observers
reached 90 percent accuracy in estimating spot size.
Training was also conducted in the field with personnel
involved in SPB suppression activities. This training included
locating spots using aerial photographs, delineating spot
boundaries for control, and laying out roads for access to
spots that were to be salvaged.

Use of Aerial Photographs
This effort focused on demonstrating the use of aerial photographs as an aid in locating SPB infestations for suppression.
In 1981-82, the SCFC joined with the USDA FS Aerial
Survey Team from Doraville, GA, to cooperatively test an

Table 1-Southern pine beetle damage estimates in South Carolina 1960-80'

Calendar
vear2
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1967
1968
1969
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

Estimated
volume salvaged3
Cords
M fbm
0
0
11,400
250
50
834
1,352
1,604
400
15,500
120,135
193,310
85,214
19,274
236
0
41.800
173,095

390
22 1
400
324
46
70 1
1,009
629
30
7,918
7,640
16,911
10,606
510
25
0
6,722
1,474

Total volume killed
Cords
M fbm
0
0
43,000
1,650
360
8,340
13,517
16,044
1,470
250,000
284,335
247,310
85,214
19,274
393
0
46,815
184,099

Stumpage values4
Pulpwood
Sawtimber
$,cords
$:M fbm

Total
value
$

3,900
2,210
90,000
2,162
455
7,009
f 0.093
6.292
142
12,218
124,440
114,541
31,235
510
42
0
28,010
23,586

'

Information collected from State and Federal pest control specialists
"ntttal year based on available State records
Includes estrmates on Federal, State, and private lands
Estimates from State pest specialists, same values assigned to timber salvaged

'

aerial sampling method for measuring timber mortality caused
by bark beetles over a large area of mixed ownership in South
Carolina. Aerial color infrared negatives resulting from this
test were used to make photographic prints for the demonstration project.
Prints for all of the forested area in 31 counties were provided to SCFC project foresters in the respective districts. A
full set of these same photographs was retained by SCFC's
Insect and Disease Section. Ten training sessions were offered
to 45 SCFC foresters to instruct them in the use and interpretation of new photography. The photographs provided the SCFC
with an initial baseline record for a continuous recordkeeping
system of SPB infestations throughout the State. They were
also being used by project foresters for hazard-rating stands
for management plans, suppression activities, thinnings aimed
at reducing stand SPB hazard, and maintaining healthy forests.
The SCFC established an aerial photography cooperative
committee to make prints of the new photography available
to landowners. Committee members included representatives
from the SCFC, consulting foresters, and industrial foresters.
Through this committee, 3,600 prints were provided at cost
to some 84 landowners throughout the State.
In years to come, this newly acquired photography will be
used to prepare SPB occurrence and severity maps for each
county affected by SPB and ultimately to validate SPB hazardrating systems.

others 1980) developed in other States relative to probability
of SPB occurrence, Clemson developed an SPB hazard-rating
system for the Piedmont Region. This system addressed both
SPB spot incidence and spread. The newly developed system
was field tested by SCFC foresters and found to correctly rate
stands 82 percent of the time.
This system's methodology was later published (in leaflet
form) (fig. 1) under the IPM Demonstration Project (Hedden

Development of a Stand Hazard-Rating System
To develop an SPB hazard-rating system in the Piedmont
Region of South Carolina, Clemson University and the Commission collected data on more than 50 SPB spots. SPB
losses in the Piedmont were found to be closely related to
stand density, soil, and host tree characteristics. Using data
collected during the project and logistic models (Reed and

Figure 1-Hazard-rating and prediction leaflets for the southern pine
beetle in the South ~arolinaPiedmont.

and Karpinski 1983; Karpinski and others 1984). Twelve
training sessions involving 84 SCi-2 foresters and industrial foresters were conducted to train thern in the use of the
system.
SCFC project foresters are c ~ , , n t l y using this system in
woodland examinations and incorporating the results into management plans.

Leaflets and Ofher.Educational Materials
This effort was designed to develop educational materials
relating to the identification, prevention, and control of SPB.
The material developed by Clemson was targeted at the
nonindustrial, private landowner. Leaflets prepared and distri-

buted by Clemson's Department of Forestry and Cooperative
Extension Service and the SGFC are tabulated in table I .
These publications were developed to meet the needs of
the NIPF owners in South Carolina and an estimated f (4-year
supply was printed. During the 1984 SBB outbreak, apprsxirnately 5,000 copies of each publication were distribtrted to
forest landowners and industrial forest managers who hake
CFAMprograms.
In addition to these publications, three 30-second public
service announcements (PSA%s)for television were prepared
(table 2). These announcements addressed the identification
of SPB infestations, the prevention of SPB spots through
forest management practices, and the control of SPB spots.

Table 2-Summary of leaflets, fact sheets, and public servtce announcements prepared for use tn the South Carol~na
demonstration project
Project

Prepared by

Educatronal
material

Clemson University
Cooperative
Extension Service
and Department of
Forestry

Portable
sawmill

Clemson University
Cooperative
Extension Service
and Department of
Forestry

SCFC

Media

Titie (description)

Forest Leaflet 5

ldentrfying the
southern pine beetle

Forest Leaflet 6

Salvage removal, a
method for controlling
SPB infestations

Forest Leaflet 7

Cut and leave, a
method for controlling
SPB infestations

Forest Leaflet 8

Estimating potential
loss from the southern
pine beetle

Forest Leaflet 11

Predicting potential
loss to southern pine
beetle in natural
stands in the Piedmont

TV PSA

30-second announcement
on SPB infestation
identification

TV PSA

20-second announcement
on SPB prevention

TV PSA

30-second announcement
on SPB controi

Forest Leaflet 9

Portable sawmrli
operators in South
Carolina

Forest Leaflet 10

S o . . . you want to buy a
portable sawmiit!

Forest Leaflet 12

Don't leave your trees
to rot rn the woods . .
ut~lrzethem1

Fact sheets

Integrated pest
management project in SC
Portable sawmill lease
demonstration conducted
by the SCFC (two fact
sheets)

They were mgered at lmdowners to infom them of approaches
for dealing with the SPB problem in South Cmfina,
Copies of the three PSAb s e r e provided to all TV stations
within the State and also those in adjoining States that telecast to South Carolina. Copies of the spats were also provided to the Infomation and Education Section of the Commission for furCher use.

This effort was initiated by Clemson to demonstrate the
compatibility of silvicultural practices for reducing stand hazard to SPB with the diverse management objectives of the
NIPF owners. To achieve this goal, demonstration xeas on
NIPF lands were established to illustrate to consulting
foresters, SCFC foresters, extension workers, and landowners with small holdings the feasibility of using silvicultural
practices to alter stand conditions favorable to SPB attack.
Seven demonstration areas were established in the Piedmont of South Carolina, and management plans were prepared for each tract based on the landowner" objectives.
Silviculturd prescriptions to reduce stand hazad were included
in each plan and the practices implemented on each tract.
Following treatment of the demonstration areas, a monitoring
program was initiated to document effectiveness of the practices in reducing SPB losses over the years.
To date, approximately 10 visits have been milde to each
of the demonstration areas for ""sow-me" trips. Complete
slide series have been developed for each tract showing
"before and after" silvicultura2 treatments. Additional pictures will be taken in future years to document the actual
effects of the various treatments in reducing andior greventing losses due to SPB.

Damorzstration and Use crf the Portable Sawmill
The sawmill demonstration work in the South Carolina
project (fig. 2) has involved three phases: Phase 1 was concerned with planning, purchase, and training; Phase 11involved
demonstrations in the Piedmont Region of South Carolina;
and Phase XI1 involved demonstrations in the Sandbills and
Coastal Plains Regions of South Carolina.
m e e methods were used: 1) Public demonstrations, 2) lease
demonstrations, and 3) sawmill study demonstrations. (See
table 3 for a summary.)

Public demonstrations.--Public demonstrations were orgmized and tageted to reach the nonindustrial, private landowner,

Each public demonstration was scheduled for a single day,
and the public was invited to attend by means of radiotelevision announcements and news releases. SCFC personnel organized the meetings and demonstrated the sawmill,
and Clernson Extension ~ r s o n n e presented
l
educational programs at each session.
Landowners involved in the demonstrations were required
to cut and deck their own logs and provide two individuals to
assist SCFC personnel during the demonstration. Landowners retained the lumber sawed dufing the demonstfations for
their own personal use ;at no charge.
mrough k c e m b e r 1984, some 30 demonstrations had been
conducted in 17 difkrent counties, reaching a total of 16,234
people. In 1985, an additional 15 public demonstrations are
scheduled.
Lease demonstrations.-Lease demonstrationswere offered
for small, private landownerships on the following priority
basis: 1) Landowners with active beetle infestations, 2) landowners with beetle-killed (inactive) timber, and 3) landowners
with thinning operations scheduled to reduce SPB hazards.
Under a lease demonstration agreement, landowners were
required to cut and deck their own logs, provide at least two
individuals to assist SCFC personnel in loading logs and
stacking lumber, and pay $18 per board foot of lumber sawed
and a one-time $20 ""stup"Yee. In cases where less than
1,000 board feet was sawed, a minimum fee of $120 was
incuned by the landowner.
The maximum time allowed for each lease agreement was
2 weeks or 40 working mill hours, whichever occurred first.
Under terns of the agreement, the SCFC leased the mill and
two oprators to maintain and physically operate the mill.
Lumber sawed during these demonstrations was retained by
the landowner. Lease demonstrations were open to the general public at the landowner's discretion.
Through December 1984, a total of 16 tease demonstrations had been conducted in six different counties reaching
163 people. An additional 10 lease demonstrations are planned
during 1985.
Sawmill studies.-Seven sawmill studies were conducted
during Phase 11. These involved the collection of data to
prepare a brochure on cost analysis, efficiency, and effectiveness of the Mobile Dimension portable sawmill.

Table %Summary of por2able s a ~ ~ m idemonstrations
ll
m South Carojina for the period August 1983December 1984
Type of
demonstration'

Counties

Total
covered
visitors
---------------- Number ------- --------

Demonstrat!ons

Mill
octeration

Total
sawed

Hours

Board feet

Public
Lease
Sawmili study

Totals

53

--

16,548

' Educatronal programs were presented at ail P U ~ ~ demonstrations
IC
by the
or the Ciemson University Cooperative Extensron Service

528

108,184

South Carolina Forestry Commission land

Figure 2-Use

of portable sawmill process for beetle-k~lledsawlogs on nonrndustrial private lands.

Variance in lumber thickness and width was measured on
boards at the ends and midpoints. Also, logs were scaled prior
to sawing and lumber scaled following sawing to detemine
the waste factor. Detailed fixed and variable costs were
recorded to detemine actual costs per 1,000 board feet of
lumber produced.
During Phase I11 of the sawmill demonstration, the Cornmission plans to develop and print a pamphlet on air drying
and stacking of lumber and a manual on cost analysis and
efficiency of the Mobile Dimension portable sawmill. Leaflets and fact sheets prepared and distributed during this project are also tabulated in table 1.
The SCFC constructed a portable display on IIPM and an
appropriate sign to accompany the sawmilt demonstrations.
A video program was also developed by the SCFC for u e at
public demonstrations when only the mill was on display.
This program was effectively used with the sawmill at the
South Carolina State Fair in October 1983. An estimated
12,500 people visited the exhibit.
Ongoing training sessions ~ i t project
h
ibresters, conducted
by the SCFC Insect and Disease Staff, focus on new IPiM

technologies to encourage and stress the importance of incorporating IPM practices in management plans on State and
private forest lands.
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NTEGRATED FO

ENT PRACTICES
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INTRODUCTION
In South Carolina, losses caused by forest pests have been
unnecessarily high, especially on nonindustrial private ownerships, which comprise over 70 percent of the commercial
forest land in the State. Southern pine beetle (SPB), littleleaf
disease, fusiform rust, annosus root rot (ARR), as well as
other pests, cause mortality and growth losses consematively
estimated to have exceeded $8 million each year during the
1970's ((Anderson and others 1981; Price and Doggett 1982).
Historically, convincing farmers and other landownp,rs to
implement sound forest management practices, which would
include pest management, has been very difficult.
Private landowners (as well as many professional foresters)
lack a real understanding of the value and compatibility of
forestipest management practices with various ownership
objectives. As a result, pest management has often been left
to chance, and serious losses have occurred when landowners
have had to respond to crisis situations.
A demonstration project involving the cooperative efforts
of Clemson University, the South Carolina Forestry Cornmission, and the USDA Forest Service appeared to be the
best way of increasing implementation of the latest pest management approaches. Because of the extensive forest acreage
owned by nonindustrial private individuals, we believed that
there was primarily a need to address this ownership group.
Although considerable attention was focused on this audience.
cooperative interaction with professional resource managers
and Extension specialists also enhanced efforts to reach the
principal users, the nonindustrial landowners. Cooperative
Extension Service personnel and agency, industry, and consulting foresters had the personnel network and local contacts
to make technology transfer effective. By receiving training,
materials, and information through the Integrated Pest Management (IPMj project, these professionals also increased our
ability to disseminate information and, in all cases, participated in a true cooperative spirit.
Our ultimate goal was to provide the most up-to-date technology on forest pest management and to present and demonstrate it in a manner that would convince Iandowners of its
value and applicability to their specific situations. This
approach was in keeping with our philosophy throughout the
prdect that technology transfer must go beyond simply paekaging infomation. It must interpret results and information
while educating the user about its value and applicability.
The project focused on the major pest problems in South
Casolina. the SPBilittleleaf problem in the Piedmont and fusiform rust and annosus root rot in the Coastal Plain. Specific
emphasis was placed on: I ) Rating stand susceptibility to pest
attack, 2) encouraging cultural or management practices to
---
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prevent or reduce pest losses, 3) recommending direct control
tactics, and 4) utilizing damaged pines.

APPROACH TO MEETING THE OBJECTIVES
fPM Technolqgy Evaluation
Initial activities involved evaluating existing pest management technology and detemining its potential for use in South
Carolina, Suitable existing materials were either used in their
original form or modified for local needs. SPB risMhazard
rating systems were reviewed to determine which ones landowners could use to identify stands that needed cultural
treatment. Particular emphasis was given to the Coastal Probability and Piedmont Probability systems (Hedden 1985a,
1985b). Computer software was also evaluated and, if found
to be suitable, incorporated in the project. Specific software
included CLEMBEETLE (Hedden 1985c), IPM Decision Key
(Anderson and others 1982), FUSIFORM RUST-SLASH
(Nance and others 1983j, and YIELD, a timber yield forecasting and financial planning program (Hepp 1984).
Video materials and supplies of publications on the four
pests were obtained and distributed (table 1). In addition,
decisions were made concerning the development of new
IPM printed and video material. Finally, different types of
portable sawmills were compared. A Mobile Dimension Sawg
(described by Remion and Boone in section 11) was purchased.
assembled, and transferred to the SC Forestry Commission to
promote better utilization of pest-killed pine timber.

Developing New Materials and Techniques
As the project moved into the development phase, producing quality printed and videotaped material was a high
priority. To accomplish this, a graduate assistant in graphic
arts joined the project to help with photography; handle all
aspects of publication layout, illustration, and typesetting;
and help with design and printing of exhibit materials (table
1i

"/*

Project identification.-To
focus attention on the IPM
project. a logo was designed and used on all materials produced during the protject (fig. 1). The logo was so well received
that the Clemson University Cooperative Extension Service
IPM Committee asked to use it on all Extension Service
IPM-sponsored materials and programs in South Carolina. In
addition, a similar (but different) logo was designed for 4-H
Club IPM programs, The logo idea proved very effective in
drawing attention to the project.
Both the Coastal Probability and the Piedmont Probability
hazard-rating systems were modified to make them more useful to professional foresters and landowners without technical
background. For each system, a card was printed for field use
in stand ratings. A leaflet was also published to explain each

Table 1-Publtcabons,

movres, and v~deotapesproduced by the South Carol~naDemonstratton Project

Description

Title

Author

Date
released

Leaflets
Clemson Univ. Coop.
Ext. Serv., For.
Leafl. 5 (6 p.j

Identifying the southern
pine beetle

Ciemson Univ. Coop.
Ext. Serv., For.
Leafl. 6 (6 p.)

Salvage removal: a method
for controllrng southern
ptne beetle rnfestat~ons

Ham, D. t

Clemson Univ. Coop.
Ext. Serv.. For.
Leafl. 7 (6 p.)

Cut and leave: a method for
controlling southern pine
beetle infestations

Ham, D. L.

Clemson Univ. Coop.
Ext. Serv., For.
Leafl. 8 (4 p.)

Estimating potential loss
from the southern pine
beetle

Hedden, R. L.;
Karpinski, C.

Clemson Univ. Coop.
Ext. Sew., For.
Leafl. 9 (6 p.)

Portable sawmill operators
in South Carolina

Tainter. F. H

Clemson Univ. Coop.
Ext. Sew., For.
Leafl. 10 (8 p.)

S o . . . you want to buy a
portable sawmill!

Tainter, F. H

Clemson Univ. Coop.
Ext. Sew., For.
Leafl. 11 (6 p.)

Predicting potential loss
to southern pine beetle in
natural stands in the
Piedmont

Karpinski, C.;
Ham, D. L.;
Hedden, R. L.

Clemson Univ. Coop.
Ext. Sew., For.
Leafl. 12 (6 p.)

Don't leave your trees to
rot . . . utilize them!

Tainter, F. H.

Clemson Univ. Coop.
Ext. Sew., For.
Leafl. 13 (6 p.)

Predicting potential loss
to southern pine beetle in
the Coastal Plain

Karpinski, C.;
Ham, D. L.;
Hedden. R. L.

Clemson Univ. Coop.
Ext. Serv., For.
Leafl. 14 (4 p.)

Estimating potential loss
to southern pine beetle in
the Coastal Plain

Karpinski, C.;
Ham, D. L.:
Hedden, R. L.

Movies
"The New Breed"

A 15-min. 16 mm film on portable sawmills as a tool in pest management.

"Littleleaf"

A 15-min. 16 mm film on littleleaf disease history. cause, and impact.

Videotapes
"Identifying southern
pine beetle attacks"

A 30-sec. videotaped pubiic
service announcement

S.C. For. Comm.

"Preventing southern
pine beetle infestations"

A 30-sec. videotaped public
service announcement

S.C. For. Cornm.

"Direct control of southern
pine beetle spots"

A 30-sec. videotaped public
service announcement

S.C. For. Comm.

Figure I-Logo for the Integrated Pest Management Demonstration
Project in South Carolina.

system and use of the card. These publications, Forestry
Leaflets Nos. 8. 1 1 , 13, and 14, are listed in table 1 .
Technology adaptation.-Anotkr
modification of existing technology was the conversion 01" the SPB management
simulation model CLEMBEETLE from the mainframe eomputer to microcomputer versions. These Rere considered more
accessible and would be more widely used by foresters in
assisting landowners in pest management decisionmaking.
CLEMBEETLE was converted to run on Radio Shack TRS
80 models If, 12, and 16, and on Apple 11. The Radio Shack
version was distributed to all county Extension offices where
it would be readily accessible to Extension and South CaroIina Forestry Commission personnel. The USDA Forest Service and other State forestry agencies with Apple Zfi cornputers were primarily interested in the Apple version.
CLEMBEETLE and other decisionmaking models can
illustrate the impact of pests under varlous site, stand, and
pest conditions and, indirectly, indicate management practices to minimize pest impact. To maximize preventive e f f o ~ s ,
however, the models should be used and stand treatments
implemented when pest populations are at endenlic Iecrels.
Promotional materials.-Because of the impact and importance of the SPB in South Carolina, three additional Forestry
Leaflets (Nos. 5 , 6, and 7) were developed. Respectively,
these dealt with identifying the southem plne beetle and its
control using salvage removal and cut-and-leavc mcthsds.
These leaflets have been midely used, including a request
from the Louisiana Forestrq Commission for 300 copies of
each for distribution in that State. The Georgia Forestv Cornmission also requested that we make minor modifications
(State name and logo changes) to Leaflets Nos. 6, 7, 8, and
11. and make them available for reprinting and distribution in
Georgia.
To promote the increased utilization of pest-killed timber,
three Forestry Leaflets (Nos. 9, 10, and 12) were published
tilat dealt with the use of p o ~ a b l esawmills. In addition,
posters or charts were developed that illustrated the financial returns possible from utilizing a portable sawmill onsite

h r landowner consumption of wood products rather than
selling pest-killed timber for lower priced products (i-e.. pulp).
Other publications relative to poflable sawmills and a study,
' "conomic and Operational Analysis of Portable Sawmill, " '
are undemaj at this ~ r i t i n g .
Exhibits featuring the overall IP-M project as well as pest
management computer applications were developed. The IPM
Nelvsletter was started and is now published on a periodic
basis. Considerable movie and videotape footage was taken.
As a result, two 16 mm movies, "The Kew Breed," (dealing
with the portable sawmill) and ""Littleleaf,'" and three videotape public service announcements about the SPB were
produced. In addition, videotapes about fusiform rust and
annosus root rot are now being prepared. A slide-tape on
tittleleaf disease is also being provided, and the USDA Forest
Service assisted in developing and implementing a littleleaf
stand hazard-rating system for use on the Sumter National
Forest in South Carolina (see related report by Hoffard and
Oak, section 11).
Cornpurer applications.-The final area explored during
the project was computer applications of IPM. This involved
three distinct approaches. First of all, software service was
provided to professional foresters and county Extension personnel in South Carolina. This included the distribution of
pest management decisionmaking software. In addition, assistance was provided or the software actually run on both microcomputers and the mainframe computer at Clemson using
data supplied by private landowners, agencies, and forest
industry.
Second, electronic mail was used to quickly transmit IPM
information to the field on a timely basis. The third area
involved the use of an interactive call-in sjstem. This technique disseminated information on pest status but was a more
passive approach than electronic mail. Text infomation on
various pests as well as a bulletin board for meetings or
activities related to pest managernent were included in the
interactive call-in system, which was designated as the Pest
Management Information Center (PMIC) at Clemson University.
Clemson Extension Forestry maintained the PMIC on a
TRS 80 model 16B microcomputer that was compatible with
the sratewide network of computers in each of the county
Extension offices. Considerable time and effort were devoted
to developing the software for handling the information on
the host microcomputer as well as the communications
software.

Packaging and providing IPM information and management recommendations to foresters and landowners were
rewarding aspects of the project. The poflable sawmill dernonstrations sponsored by the South Carolina Forestry Commission in cooperation with the local county Extension offices
provided an excellent means of attracting landowners to field
demonstrations and wot-kshops. An educational prograrn could
then be presented that concentrated on Local pest management
problems and solutions as well as the economic justification
for utilizing a ponable sawmill. Various other county Ex-

tension-sponsored landowner meetrng., provided a ilrnrlar
opportunity to present !PM information.
1Ph.l rnfc>rtation wa(t also pressneed to proiei%lclnalgroups
in South Carolina and elscet here in the Souihe~d.Pubi:cation\,
exhibits. and computer demon\tratrc,nc mere often u\sd to
promote the project activities and philoi,ophq. An ,Anno\us
Root Rot Workshop (Uedgefieid, SC, ,%la) 53, 1984) that
addressed the iatert annosus san-nplrng a n 3 rllarragemcnt stsategies and economic consideration\ u ,t> v, ell recei-ired. The
1985 Clemson Fore.;tr> Forum (M;ircI~12, 19885) involved
many IPhl worker\ and cokered moil (--"he major pe\ts. The
pro~ectstaff also participated in a ~hbtte\~
~ d eExteniron IPM
tour that provided an excellent c>py?cir-tu*lltj?,to promote and
gain \uppa& for forestrq IPk1 prcgran~i.w rth State and Xational
Extension administrators.
Five tracts estahli\hed during an earlier demonstration prcqect were utilized. This involred working wrth five landowners uith kery difkrent management objective% The goal of
the project u s to demonstrate that peit n~anagementcon\lderations could and should be incorporated during the early
stages of the forest management plan preparation regardless
of the landowners' management objectikek. Consulttng foresters cooperated in the project by a\sisting in the planning
stages and implementing the silvicuitural recommend~ticpr
that included approaches to minimize the potentidl for SPB
attack. These demonstration areas are nou being used to
illustrate this approach to other landokvners In the State.

Publications, Movies, and C ideoapes Pmduced
There bere 18 publications, I;": feature films, and 3 videotapes produced during the demonstration pnyect. These arc,
summarized in table 1.

IMPACT OF DEMONSTRATION PROJECr6 ON
SOUTH CAROLINA FORESTS
The guiding philo\ophy throughout the project was that
successful persuasion of foresters and landowner., to implement IPhl strategies required presentation of the information
in a professional, innovative manner. However, regardless crf
how good the information and materials, landcr~ncrsmust be
motivated to implement then-i. A good return on an ~nvestrnent is one of the best motivators, of all. Vv'itki this logic
foremost, ever? opportunity was used to emphasize the economic benefit of rmplementing pest managetnent practice\
Computer growth and yield \oftwdre w ~ t hflnanclal anal.;/sir
was especially helpful in making thlr a iucce\\fui approach
Stre\stng the economlc Impact of underutttl71ng peit-kllied
timber made the portable sawmill \inics\sful For example,
landowner\ were told that logpcrc seldom bought \mall voiumes of timber because the high cost5 rnvolted In mo-rlng
equipment and personnel make it uneconomical. However,
when a logger is ~ i l l i n gto cut small volumes of salvageable
sawtimber. l a n d o ~ n e r swtll normally have to accept a 4ubstantial reduction in price to compensate the logger for thes,e
additional costs. Figure 2 was used to illustrate that the price
range paid for sahaged trees is consistently lower (usualil
pulpwood prices) than their potential value as savi t~mber.

Number sf salvaged trees
(Trees 10 " DBW with 2.5 logs)
Figure 2---&rice range for g r e w sawl~mber compared with price
rarrge for pulpwood that rs commonly pard for small volumes
of sest-killed timber

Rdther than e l l petr-krllcd limber fix pulpucpod prices or let
it go to waste, landowneril can arke portable \awmrll.t to cut
qualit> lr~rnberat a cost well helvvi marker pnce.
Once the "&>liar and cents" crpstc and return\ from utilization had the attention of the audience. they were usually tery
receptlvc t o considering other a\pects of pe.;t management.
The econonnac approach also caught the attention of county
Exteni,ton Scr-vtce personnel. County agentt rijutinely asst\t
Farnmers and 1arldouner.t u ~ t hamall holdings In the co\t/benefit
a\pects of their agrrcultural; operatroni. As a result. they have
the cor~frdenceof that audience and can be verq effective in
disseminating foreit pe\r management and economic ~nformatlon.
Inltlatron of three pe" nna,irragi.ment prqjccts bq county
E;s;een\~crnpcrsonnel ri, e.*idenci: ot 4omc of the IPM project
Impact on thri audrence. Tuo field project\ to deerlon\trate
the economic ju\t~lrcationol r k r n n r n ~to reduce SPB lo\\es
are belng sntttllfed Another prctject to hirrarcl rate plnc ctandc,
an one count! for annosui, root rot and ekta^lbliihdernunittsalion plot\ ha\ itl.io begun These project\ ucre initiated bq
count) personnel using funding clhtained tI~roughthe Clemson
bn~verc,itqGooperatike Exten?lr)n Service IP%/f Corrtmittee.
of the approaches uced In the South Carolina Demonitratncln Prclject had a po\itlvc influence o n other Il?r\;l programs in South Carolina. The Exten.;lon IPh4 Committee,
aware of the nlagnitude dnd commitment of the project, supported and pronloted many of it\ ideas and approacher. Some
of these innovations, 3uca-t as the IPlW logo and computer

communications software, have been adapted for IPM programs concerned with pests of other commodities in other
university departments. Forestry interests will certainly be
actively represented on the Extension IPM Committee in the
future.
The Pest Management Information Center will continue to
be maintained on the Radio Shack system or possibly in the
future on a larger statewide computer communications system.
Computer communications is a dynamic new area, and this
demonstration project has been influential in initiating its use
for pest management information dissemination in South
Carolina.

CONCLUSIONS
The IPM project provided the Department of Forestry and
the Cooperative Extension Service at Clemson University
with the funding and flexibility to initiate a very ambitious
pest management demonstration project. However, our
responsibilities, attention, and work in integrated forest pest
management will not stop with the termination of Federal
funds. Activities during the IPM project have built an excellent foundation for future work and successful approaches
have been developed that will continue to be used and
improved. One of the important successes of the project was
establishing the commitment of county Extension personnel
to forest IPM. This will ensure the demand and continuing
support for our forest pest management Extension work and
dissemination of information.
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SOUTHERN PINE BEETLE TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER IN TEXAS
R. F. F *:airgs,C . M. Bryant, V, H. A. Pase, I l l , K. A. Wilson, a n d C . Walker7
INTRODUCTlfON
Outbreaks of the southern pine beetle (SPB) have been
notably persistent and severe in the 12 million acres of commercial forest lands in east Texas. In one continuous outbreak that lasted from 1958 to 1977, more than 58,000
multiple-tree infestations were detected on non-Federal lands,
accounting for an estimated loss of 154 million cubic feet of
pine timber. The threat of SPB infestations has been deemed
one of the most serious restraints to improving forest productivity on both industrial and private nonindustrial lands in
Texas.
In 1980, a 5-year cooperative project was initiated by the
Texas Forest Service (TFS) to demonstrate, validate, and
implement new technology for the integrated management of
SPB and related pests within a two-county area of east Texas.
The demonstration area corresponded to TFS administrative
District 9, consisting of Polk and Tyler Counties in their
entirety. These two counties consistently ranked among the
more heavily infested counties during the 1958-77 SPB
outbreak. Collectively, Polk and Tyler Counties contain over
1,100,000 acres of commercial forest lands of which 870,000
acres (77 percent) are in SPB host type (pine or oak-pine).
The topography ranges from highly susceptible lowland sites
to less susceptible rolling hills and uplands. Landownership
is typical of southeast Texas counties, consisting of 76 percent industrial ownership, 23 percent nonindustrial, and I
percent public lands (Kirby State Forest and the Beech Creek
Unit of Big Thicket National Preserve).
The intended audience targeted by the East Texas Demonstration Project included the major forest industries in Texas,
Texas Forest Service field foresters, and small, private landowners in the area. Major forest industries in Texas were
involved directly in the project through the formation of a
landowner advisory board (table 1). This nine-member board,
consisting of one representative from each major company
and the TFS Area Forester, met periodically with project
-

Respectively,Principal Entomologist and Entomologists,Texas Forest Service, Lufkin, TX; and District Forester, Texas Forest Service,
Livingston, TX.
(Many Texas Forest Service personnel provided assistance in various aspects of this demonstration project, including Martha Johnson,
Anita Weisenger, Charles Ware, Alan Smith, Steve Tracy, Davin Ivans,
Mike Caughey, Carol Riggs, Elmer Freshour, Pat Bryant, Dan Mott,
Elray Dominey, Tom Hartz, Ed Barron, and the District 9 field crews.
We also thank Dr. Robert Maggio, Cathy Wilson, Ken Morris, and
Russel Irons for their assistance with hazard map digitization, and
Charles Palmer, Texas Natural Resource information Service, for providing aerial photographs and generating the final grid block hazard
map. Their efforts contributed greatly to the success of this project.)

Table l-Membership
Name
Irwin Griiiot
Wayne Foster
Robert Larsh
Darwin Foster
Johnny Sutton
Ronald Gresham
Herbert Branch
Finis Prendergast
Gary Lacox

in landowner adwsory board

Organizat~on
Champion International, Inc.
St. Regrs Paper Company
Kirby Forest Industries, Inc.
Tempie-Eastex Forests
Wirt Davis Estate
Owens-Illinois, Inc.
International Paper Company
Louisiana Pacific
Texas Forest Service

personnel to review plans and accomplishments and to provide guidance in project activities.
The overall goal of the demonstration project was to
acquaint concerned landowners, both industrial and private,
with new technology available for the prediction, prevention,
ecaluation. and suppression of the SPB. Development,
implementation, and validation of new SPB prediction and
hazard-rating systems in Texas also were important features
of this technology transfer effort.

APPROACH TO MEETING OBJECTIVES
SPB Hazard Maps
Research in recent years has documented that high basal
area per acre. large-size trees, and poorly drained bottomland sites are associated with a high incidence of SPB infestation in east Texas. TX HAZARD, a hazard-rating system
based on these factors (Mason and others 1981), was used to
develop hazard maps for all pine stands greater than 10 acres
in size in the two-county area (table 2). Stand data were
obtained from 1978 color-infrared (CIR) print photography
(scale = 1 :20,000). Stand delineations were made and
parameters of percent pine, percent crown closure, average
d.b.h., pine basal area, and stand height were interpreted
from the photos for each pine stand. Stand delineations were
then transferred to acetate overlays for United States Geological Survey (USGS) orthophoto quadrangle maps (scale =
1:24,000), using a Kail reflective enlarger. Landform classifications, generated from USGS topographic maps, were
combined with stand data to generate an SPB hazard classification (low, moderate, high, or extreme) for each stand (fig.
1>.
An 85 percent correct classification of hazard was verified
by visiting a 10 percent random sample of the stands in each
quadrangle and rneasuring the actual hazard on the ground
using the hazard-rating guide (TX HAZARD) shown in table
2. In the same manner, ca. 50 percent of all stands classified

Table ;?--Method of rating relative susceptibility ofpine stands to SPB aitack and timber bss in a twocounty area in east Texas.

1..............................................
(inches)
TREE DlAMETER

.......................................................................................

(

REE DlAMETER (inches) TREE DIAMETER (inches)

SOURCE Mason, G N TX HAZARD In Mason, G N , Hertei, G D , Thatcher,
R C , comprlers Predrcting southern pine beetle and drsease trends
Pinevrfle, LA U S Department of Agr~culture,Forest Sew~ce,Southern Forest Exper~mentStatron and Southern Reg~onForest Pest
Management, 1985 62-63 [Adm~nrstratwetrarning a~d]

as high or extreme hazard were visited on the ground to
confirm correct classification. High altitude CIR NASA positive transparencies taken in July 1980 and January 1981 were
used to update the stand and hazard classifications of those
stands that had been logged or thinned since 1978. The final
hazard maps were reproduced in 5 mil chromatic film and
later digitized by personnel of the Texas A&M University
Department of Forest Science for permanent storage and subsequent updating. Acreages were computed for each hazard
class and ownership category.
Copies of the SPB hazard maps pertaining to a given ownership were provided to each major forest industry with holdings in Polk and Tyler Counties. Also, a complete set of
maps was provided to the TFS District 9 office in Livingston.
To encourage hazard reduction, each company was also given
a listing of all high- and extreme-hazard stands on their lands
and asked to provide feedback to project personnel with regard
to which stands were to be treated prior to 1985.
Many of the stands rated as high or extreme hazard are
located on nonindustrial private lands. These landowners were
contacted either in person by TFS district personnel or by
mail to inform them of the situation and to encourage silvicultural treatments.
Of the 754,535 acres of current pine host type (> 10 years
of age) in Polk and Tyler Counties in 1981, 57,038 acres (8
percent) and 29,739 acres (4 percent) consisted of stands
rated as high and extreme hazard to SPB, respectively. Of the
total acreage in high- and extreme-hazard stands, 56 percent
belonged to forest industry, 39 percent to small private
landowners, and the remainder (5 percent) to the Big Thicket
National Preserve.
A survey was conducted in 1983 to document the extent to
which high- and extreme-hazard stands had been treated since
19131 to reduce SPB hazard. A random sample representing
10 percent of all such stands on private lands and 13 percent
on industrial lands was revisited during the summer and fall
of 1983. Results revealed that during the 2-year interim, 24
percent of all high-hazard stands had been harvested on indus-

trial lands, 33 percent had been thinned, and 43 percent had
received no treatment. On small private holdings, the respective figures were 8 percent harvested, 13 percent thinned, and
79 percent no treatment.
With the return of high populations of SPB in 1983 and
1984, an opportunity was provided to validate these stand
hazard maps. The locations of spots reported from detection
flights (68 in 1983 and 232 in 1984) were correlated with
stand hazard classifications. Results (fig. 2) served to validate the TX HAZARD system. More than three times as
many infestations per 1,000 acres of hazard class occurred in
stands rated as high or extreme hazard as in those rated as low
hazard. Also, many of the spots reported in stands rated as
low or moderate hazard were found to occur in "high hazard"
pockets of dense timber. The reduced occurrence of spots in
stands rated as extreme hazard in 1984 probably reflects the
fact that a greater number of these stands have been thinned
or harvested since 1981 compared with stands in the other
hazard categories.
An unexpectedly high number of infestations was recorded
in 5- to 14-year- old pine plantations, particularly during 1984
(fig. 2). This observation suggests that SPB is capable of
expanding its range of hosts to include plantations as young
as 5 years of age. Interestingly, of 106 infested stands ground
checked by project personnel in the demonstration area in
1984, 98 percent had either never been thinned or had
remained unthinned for at least the past 6 years. This testifies
to the benefits of thinning as a preventive tool.

Areawide Hazard-Rating System for SPB
A practical system for mapping the abundance and distribution of suitable habitat for SPB was developed to quantify
areawide hazard for all commercial pine forests in east Texas
(Billings and Bryant 1983). The system was developed by
comparing the frequency of SPB infestations per TFS grid
block (18,000-acre unit) during the period 1973-77 to host
conditions prevailing within the grid block at the time, the

Figure l(a)-Project forester Charles Bryant delinates forest stands
on color infrared stereo aerial photographs, one step in the Process of
developing southern pine beetle hazard maps.
photos courtesy
Texas Forest Service.)

latter information sampled from 1974 high-altitude aerial
photography. To hazard rate a grid block with this system. 20
systematically distributed 30-acre circular photo plots are
inventoried for the presence of pine host type, its dens~tyand
percent coverage, and landfom in a simple d~chotomous(yes
or no) sampling procedure. Values are then used in a hazardrating equation to discr~minate between hlgh-hazard grid
blocks and those in which the host conditions are insufficient
to support outbreaks of the beeris. The final product is an
areatl lde hazard map shswtng the distribution and abundance
of pine host type and areas where revere beetle problems are
most likelj to occur.
To date, 656 grid blocks covering over 1 1,800,000 acrei
have been hazard rated using cunent 1980- 83 aerial photography (scale = 1 :120,000). Currently. 5 percent. 1 1 percent,
and 83 percent of the grid blocks are rated high, moderate.
and low hazard, respectively, in central and southeastern counties of east Texas. In a further au~lication,the cunent hazard
rating for each grid block was combined ith the frequency
s p infestations
~
detected in 1982-83 in the same grid
a z

Figure I($)-Example of final southern pine beetle hazard map for a portion of the tvvo-county demonstration project.
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Figure 2-Average numbers of southern pine beetle infestations (10
or more trees) detected in Polk and Tyler Counties during 1983 and
1984 by stand hazard class.

block (table 3). The result was a risk classification or forecast
of which specific grid blocks in east Texas would most likely
suffer beetle outbreaks in 1984. Prior to the 1984 beetle
season, a listing of extreme-, high-, moderate-, low-, and
very low-risk grid blocks was distributed to forest industry
and TFS field foresters. Other interested clients were notified

Texas Forestry Association.
Records of 6,166 confirmed SPB infestations (spots)
detected in east Texas within 504 grid blocks during 19821984 were compiled and summarized to validate the grid
block hazard-rating system, Over the 3-year validation period,
the average number of spots per grid block was 62.9 in highhazard grid blocks, 20.7 in moderate-hazard grid blocks, and
6.6 in low-hazard grid blocks. Infestation levels by grid block
hazard class for 1982- 83 and 1984 are illustrated in figure 3.
A postseason evaluation of SPB risk classifications, based
on 4,759 muliple-tree infestations detected in east Texas in
1984, revealed that the 10 grid blocks rated as extreme risk
supported an average of 89.2 spots per grid block (ca. 5 spots
per 1,000 acres). By contrast, those identified as high,
moderate, low, and very low risk had an average of 40.1,
16.9, 11. l , and 3.6 spots per grid block, respectively. Clearly,
the basic objective of the risk-rating system was met: 26
high- and extreme-risk grid blocks were identified prior to the
1984 beetle season. By the end of 1984, these grid blocks,
representing only 5 percent of the outbreak area, had supporled a disproportionate number (32 percent) of all new
infestations. This risk-rating system is to be updated annually
with the previous year's infestation records. A new list of
grid blocks by risk category will be distributed to field personnel in preparation for each new beetle season.

Aerial Photo Missions and the Loran-C
From 1980- 82, black-and-white stereo aerial photographs
at a scale of 1:15,840 were obtained for 30 USGS 15-foot

Table 3-Procedure used to assign 1984 risk classes to TFS grid blocks, based on hazard class and recent beetle
infestation level

SPB Infestation index (spotsigrid block in 1982 and 1983)
Grid
block
hazard

1-lO(1)

O(O)**

11 -30(2)

>30(3)

Moderate
hazard
Low

Risk rating points = hazard points
Where 6 or 7
4 or 5
2 or 3

i-

population index points

+

proximity points***

Extreme risk of SPB infestations in 1984
High risk
= Moderate risk
1 .- Low risk
0 = Very low risk
=

=

* Hazard points
** Population index points
*** If grid block is located adjacent to a high-hazard grid block having >30 spots = 1 point.

As a part of the demonstration project, the Pest Control
Section is testing and implementing various components of
the system. Several spot growth and damage prediction rnodels have been compared with actual spot growth data.
Modifications based on these tests have improved overall
model performance. Approximately 30 infestations were monitored in 1982- 83, and data from these spots have been used
to further validate the models.

Microcomputers and IPiW
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Figure &Average numbers of southern pine beetle infestations (10
or more trees) detected in Texas Forest Service grid blocks (18,000-acre
units) during 1982-83 and 1984 by grid block hazard class.

quadrangles in east Texas, covering 4.9 million acres. These
photo missions were flown with a Texas Forest Service De
Havilland Beaver equipped with a Zeiss 9- by 9-inch format
camera and a Loran-C radio navigation system. These missions provided an opportunity to test the Loran-C, a navigational system that has greatly aided aerial photography and
SPB survey flights (Dull 1980). These tests revealed that the
Loran-C operated well in most areas of east and central Texas,
except near latitude N 30" 30' where performance was erratic
and unreliable. East Texas is located along the western fringe
of the Southeast U.S. Loran-C Chain, which causes operational problems in certain areas.
The aerial photographs have been very beneficial to field
foresters for forest and pest management work. Also, the
photography has served as the foundation for updating quadrangle maps used by the TFS and forest industry for SPB and
fire detection. A library of aerial photo negatives is maintained at the Pest Control Section office in Lufkin, where
prints are available upon request to all interested parties.

SPB Decision Support System
A computer-based Southern Pine Beetle Decision Support
System has been developed at Texas A&M University in
cooperation with the East Texas Demonstration Project. A
completed version is now available for use. The system is
designed to help decisionmakers organize and use available
infomation and technology to address SPB-related problems.
Computer models used to project stand growth, predict SPB
spot growth, evaluate economic impact, ascertain the costs
and benefits of control efforts, evaluate utilization options,
and hazard rate stands are linked by an interactive executive
program. In addition, an information system provides SPB
"fact sheet" recommendations for particular problems.

An Apple I11 microcomputer and peripheral equipment were
installed in Lufkin and contributed significantly to the quality
and efficiency of Forest Pest Control Section operations as
well as the integrated management of SPB. Word processing,
statistical analysis, data transfer, data compilation, communications, and decision support are among the areas in which
the microcomputer system has been used.
Additional microcomputer facilities were installed at Lufkin and the Texas Forest Service District 9 office in Livingston.
These systems provide field foresters with access to available
microcomputer technology for forestry and forest pest management and increase the efficiency of SPB operational data
transfer.
Several SPB models were programmed for access on the
Apple I11 microcomputer. These include the IPM Decision
Key developed by the USDA Forest Service (Anderson and
others 1982), stand hazard models (Mason and others 19811,
TFS spot growth models (Billings and Hynum 19801, and
annosus root rot management guidelines (Alexander and
Anderson 1982). Advantages of having models on the microcomputer include ready accessibility (no phone lines required),
low cost of operation, and the interactive mode. A major
roadblock to the prompt transfer of computer-based SPB
models, however, is the fact that most State and industrial
field offices in Texas currently do not have access to computer hardware. This limitation should be overcome in time
as the cost of microcomputer hardware declines and more
field foresters gain access to such equipment.

Portable Sa wmill
To increase the utilization of beetle-killed trees on small
private holdings. the project purchased a Mobile Dimension
SawS;in 1980 and installed it on a 22-foot trailer. Three TFS
technicians were trained in sawmill operation and maintenance.
The utility and availability of this portable sawmill were then
advertised by means of demonstrations, folk festival parades,
news releases, and television reports. The sawmill, together
with a trained operator, has been leased to numerous landowners in Polk and Tyler Counties to convert green or beetlekilled trees to rough-cut dimension lumber (fig. 4). Although
cost of operating the mill averaged $0.08 per board foot,
productivity was found to vary with size and quality of logs,
dimension of lumber sawed, and experience of mill operators.
The largest job to date consisted of 14,000 board feet of
beetle-killed trees sawed on the Alabama Coushatta Indian
Reservation. The sawmill provides a practical alternative to
those local landowners unable to sell their beetle-infested

Figure 4tza)-Postable sawrniil used in the East Texas Demonstration Project to produce rough-cut
dimension lumber from beetle-killed pines.

timber to salvage contractors. Since successfu-'ulimplernentarictn of the pofiable sawmill in the east Texas demonswation
prqect, other sawmiii operations with similar equipment have
been initiated in Texas, South Carolina, and other southern
States to utilize beetle-killed trees.

l r e e t k n ~ l gTra~s$CTr
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F'lgure4(b)--Project coordinator Ron Bilfings demonstratesthe portable
sawmill as par3 of a landowner lour on the Kirby Stale Foresmear
Woodville, IX.

Considerable efforl was devoted to technology transfer
t h u g h o u r the duration of the demonstration project. Prclrject
plans and accomplishments, the availability of new pest management technology, and SPlB status reports were communicated to east Texas landowners and to other interested paales
by means of a newsletter entitled 'Spotlight on Sourhem
Pine Beede. " 'This single-page newsletter was prepared and
distributed quaderly throughout the duration of the project.
Plans are to expand this newsletter to include other pests of
impoflance to Texas forestq and widen the distribution
throughout east Texas. Accomplishments in the demonstration project also were the subject of other news releases,
seminars, ancl, landowner tours. Dernonstrafions of the pofla'isle sawmill sert-ed increase atkendance at numerous land..
owner meetlngs held to spread the word of project activities.

Field crews with TFS and forest industry were trained in
new procedures for aerial detection, setting ground check
priorities, direct control tactics. and beetle prevention (fig,
5 ) . To communicate new technology available for detection,
suppression, and prevention of SPB, two new publications
were issued. One, a pocket-size booklet entitled "Southern
Pine Beetle-Field Guide for Hazard Rating, Prevention and
Control" (Texas Forest Service Circ. 2591, has receitlsd wide
acclaim, not only in Texas but across the South. The second
publication, prepared in the format of a USDA Agriculture
Handbook for distribution southwide as part of the IPM
program's Integrated Pest Management Handbook series, is
entitled "How to Conduct a Southern Pine Beetle Aerial
Detection Survey'' (Texas Forest Service Publ. 267). In
addition, videotape training progranls have been prepared on
new aerial detection and ground check procedures. A cornplete list of publications and audio-visual materials produced
by the East Texas Demonstration Project appears in table 4.
Members of the Landowner Advisory Board were eneouraged to communicate project accomplishments to others within
their respective organizations. Even after completion of the
demonstration project, training aids, demonstrations, and
pubfiGationswill be used in a continuing effort to provide the
Texas forestry community with the latest technology for integrated management of SPB.

Figure 5-ProjeCt entomologist Joe Pase conducts field tralning on
improved methods for evaluating a southern plne beetle infestation
and sett~ngcontrol priorlt~esfor the benef~tof Texas Forest Service
drstr~ctcrews.

Table +Publrcat~ons and aud~ovisualmaterials produced during the East Texas Demonstrakon Project, 1980-85

Description

Title

Authors

Procedural guides
Tex. For. Serv.
Circ. 259, 10 p.

Southern pine beetle: field
guide for hazard rating,
prevention and control

Billings, R.F.;
Bryant, C.M., V

Tex. For. Serv.
Circ. 267, 19 p.

How to conduct a southern
pine beetle aerial detection
survey

Billings, R.F.:
Ward. J.D.

Tex. Agric. Exp.
Stn. MP-1518
24 p.

Procedural guide for using
the interactive version of
the TAMBEETLE model of
southern plne beetle population and spot dynamics

Turnbow, R.H.:
Coulson, R.N.:

Developing a system far
mapping the abundance and
drstributron of southern
plne beetle hab~tatsI V east
Texas

Billings, R.F.:
Bryant, C.M., V

J. Forestry
79:816

Texas project gets beetie
when its down

Anonymous

TF News 61 :I 2-13

Have sawmill: will travelportable sawmill aids beetle
prevention program

Biliings, R.F

nu. i.;
Billings, R.F.

Journal art~cies

Z , angew, Entomol.
96:208-216

Trade magazine articles

Date
released

Table &Publications

and audiovisual materials produced during the East Texas Demonstration Project, 1980-85
(continued)

TF News 62:2-5

Southern pine beetle in
Honduras: new approaches to
an old problem

Billings, R.F.

Tex. Forestry
24(5):1,6,7

New approach developed to
forecast SPB outbreaks

Billings, R.F.
Bryant, C.M.

TF News 63:6-8

SPB hazard rating

Bryant, C.M.

Tex. Forestry
22(7):2, 11, 12

Pine beetle demonstration
project established in Polk
and Tyler Counties

Tex. For. Sew.

TFS Publ. 127:
11-17

Southern pine beetle demonstration project

Tex. For. Sew.

Proc. Society of
Am. Foresters
National Convention, Orlando, FL

Implementing new southern
pine beetle technology in
east Texas

Billings, R.F.

Tex. Agric. Exp.
Stn. MP-1553
p. 1-5

Forest pests in east Texas:
past approaches, future
challenges

Billings, R.F.

1984

Proc. Third
Biennial Southern
Silvic. Research
Conf.
5 P.

Hazard-rating system aids
southern pine beetle prevention in Texas

Bryant, C.M.

(In press)

Soc. Am. For.
Publ. 82-05:
121-124

Microcomputers aid southern
pine beetle management

Bryant, C.M.;
Pase, H.A., Ill;
Billings, R.F.

TFS Publ. 136:
17-21

IPM demonstration project

Tex. For. Serv.

Proceedings papers

Newsletters
Distributed
quarterly

Spotlight on southern pine
beetle - progress report
from the east Texas demonstration project

Since
1980

Audioi Visual Aids
Videotape program on how to groundcheck southern pine beetle infestations and set control priorities.
Videotape program on SPB aerial detection surveys (In preparation)

IMPACT OF THE DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
ON TEXAS FORESTS
This IPM demonstration project has proven to be a successful means for implementing new SPB technology within the
State of Texas, where forest managers have long been plagued
by beetle problems. The development, application, and validation of the TFS grid block hazard-rating system is considered a major contribution to new SPB technology. This grid
block hazard-rating system provides a convenient, inexpensive, and practical means for monitoring the distribution and

abundance of suitable host conditions on a regional basis.
When combined with data on recent beetle activity to provide
an annual risk classification for each grid block (table 31, the
system provides reliable and timely SPB infestation predictions of value to all forest landowners and administrators in
east Texas.
The preparation of hazard maps of all individual stands in
Polk and Tyler Counties was a time-consuming task. But,
coupled with cooperative efforts by forest industry to treat
high-hazard areas, this effort is now paying dividends. Polk
and Tyler Counties have a history of severe SPB problems.

DEMONSTR
FOR

SURES
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HERN
Caleb L. Morris"

The southern pine beetle has reached outbre& populations
in Virginia at regular 10-year intervals since the mid-1950's.
During these outbreaks, which have ranged from 2 to 4 years
in duration, damage estimates averaged well over $1 million
per year (table I).
A major factor contributing to these periodic outbreaks is
the presence of unmanaged, ovennature stands of native pines,
pafiicularly in the Piedmont, which are highly vulnerable to
beetle attack. Unthinned younger pine stands are rapidly
increasing in number in Virginia and expected to contribute
additional ' 'beetle-fodder .' '
The limited availability of woods labor for thinning young
pine stands remains a concern; more mechanized procedures
must be developed if the thinning so vitally needed is to be
accomplished. Education of landowners, consulting foresters,
and forest industry in regard to the value of good silviculture
is mandatory if the challenge of ""beetle-proofing" Virginia's
pine stands is to be met.
A major demonstration project funded by the USDA Forest
Service was conducted during the calendar years 1982-84.
This multifaceted project strongly emphasized education
Chief, Insect and Disease Investigations, Virginia Division of
Forestry, Charlo~esville,VA.

though demonstration of silvicultural techniques, equipment,
photo technology, and eesnomie studies.
A second demonstra"Eion project was instituted in 1979 with
financial assistance from UfOA Forest Semice, Integrated
Pest Management RD&A Program on a State forest in Piedmont Virginia. It consisted of an on-the-ground application
of the IPM findings from the Expanded Southern Pine Beetle
Research and Applicatrons Program IESPBRAP).
A summary of the results of successful effofis to meet the
objectives of the 1982- 84 demonstration project follows.

APPROACHES TO MEETING THE OBJECTIVES
First Objeeh've
The project-s first objective was to select five Piedmont
counties and identify high-hazard pine stands in need of thinning or h m e s t (cooperatively with Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University).
Standard ASGS 1:40,000 black and white photographs of
five counties (Lmnenburg, Nsttsway, Halifax, 121ecklenburg,
and Prince Edward) were evaluated. In addition, the infomation was &ansfenredin two counties (tunenburg and Nottoway)
to a county map, and actual measurements of the acreage in
the different hazard categories were made by Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (VPI&SU). These pbotos were made available to the consulting foresters (involved

Table 1-Southern pine beetle damage estimates in Virginia, 1960-80"

Catendar
year2

Estimated
volume salvaged3
Cords
M fbm

Total volume killed
M fbm
Cords

Stumpage values4
Pulpwood
Sawtimber
&cords
$iM fbrn

' Informatron collected from State and Federal pest control spectal~sts

'Inttral year based on ava~lableState records

Includes eft~mateson Federal, State, and prrvate lands
Estimates from State pest specralrsts, same values assrgned to trmber salvaged
% total of 31,230 cords and 142,205 M fbm was reported k~lledfrom 1972-76 To prov~deunifclrmrty w~lhtnthe tabie, these figures
were drvtded by 5 years to show an average by year

Total
value
$

in Fourth Objective) for use in locating stands most in need of
thinning. iVaps and photos were then transfened to the individual county offices for use by Virginia Division of Forestry
(VDF). i n d u s t ~ and
,
consulting foresters working in those
counties.

Second Objective
The second objective was to lease and demonstrate four
promising. new pieces of equipment suitable for selective
thinning in young pine stands and plantations.
The Division manged 6-month equipment leases in cooperation with Chesapake Corporation ctho secured reliable operators to evaluate the equipment's usefulness. We also conducted tlmeiprsduction evaluations on several of these pieces
of equipment, which showed the MOR-BELLh Logger and
the CASE UNILOADER" to be economical and effective in
harvesting selectively thinned pine pulpwood.' Equipment
demonstrated was: I ) Fanni winch, 2) MOR-BELL Logger,
3) MOR-BELL Shear, and 4) CASE UNILOADER 1845.
During the lease period, numerous pulpwood yard operators,
pulpwood crew supervisors, and industry foresters observed
the equipment in field operations. All of the equipment demonstrated was sold to operators in Virginia and currently is
being used for thinning.

Third Objective
The third objective was to arrange for equipment demsnstrations. A 2-day working equipment demonstration was held
in Essex County, VA, September 29- 30, 198 1. Fifteen pieces
of logging equipment applicable to thinning operations were
demonstrated. A total of 85 persons including consultants,
industry, and Virginia Forestry Division foresters attended.
A second, smaller, demonstration of the CASE UNILOADER
was conducted over a 2-day period in the summer of 1982
with the cooperation of the Utilization Branch, VDF.

Four& Objective
The project's fourth objective was to contract with consulting foresters to demonstrate the value of thinning in reducing
future beetle outbreaks.
Contracts were made (by competitive bids) to thin 150
acres on private land in each of five southern Piedmont counties (Lunenburg, Halifax, Prince Edward, Louisa, and Mecklenburg). The consultant marked the stands for their first
thinning, arranged for contractors (if requested), and supervised the cutting. A 30-acre limit per landowner was imposed.
Twelve roadside signs calling attention to the thinning designed
to reduce beetle damage were erected. Thinning operations
have been completed on 90 percent of the selected tracts in
the five counties; inspections have been conducted on 75
percent of the thinned tracts to date and will be completed in
1985.

"

Grimrn, Phil. Cost and production report on small mechanical thinning equipment. [Rep. dated September < . 19821. 5 p.

Fgth Objective
The fifth obective was to revise Division thinning publications and publish thinning guidelines.
A thorough review of VDF recommendations for thinning
pine stands was completed, uith some modifications and
additions. A thinning pamphlet (5,OfXI)copies) was developed
and printed.

The sixth project objective was to deternine ownership of
plne stands in need of hamest or thinning, contact the involved
landowners, apprise them of the high-hazard nature of these
stands, and urge proper management.
Consequently, the Division mailed 50 letters to landowners of high-hazard stands in both Mecklenburg and Lunenburg
Counties. Response was well above that expected: 45 to 50
responses per county were received requesting examination
and recommendatnons. Assistance in servicing the requests
was provided by the Insect and Disease Branch of VDF and
Phil Grimrn, Utilization Forester. (Additional letters were not
mailed as anticipated due to lack of personnel to service
responses. )

Seventh Objective
The seventh objective involved contracting with VPI&SU
for a study to determine the economlc value of various thinning regimes to reduce bark beetle damage.
This study (Burkhart and others 1984) i n c o ~ o r a t e dthe
v ~ o u available
s
models of beetle populations, rates of spread,
etc.. with a population gro~kthand yield mode1 for Virginia
developed by the VDF and by Dr. Harold Burkhart, VPIBiSU.
The results revealed the value of positive returns for all thinning regimes tested to reduce beetle attack over the 45-year
rotation on the average to better sites. Values ranged from
$7.55 per acre on an average site at a rotation age of 45 (with
one thinning to 80 ft2 basal area at age 20, at two beetle spots
per 4. ,000 acres of host type), to $15.48 per acre where two
thinnings had been done at age 20 to 35 under the same
conditions; the better the site, the greater the gain.

Eighth Objective
The project's final objective was to illustrate the effectiveness of stlvicultural control of the southern pine beetle.
The major goal was demonstrating the effectiveness of
pine stand density manipulation to reduce beetle damage. All
stands containing pine (ranging in age from 15 to 60 years)
on a site called the Cole Tract were examined, marked, and
han-ested to reduce the basal area to 80 square feet. Periodic
aeriaI surveys were conducted to compare beetle activity on
the treated versus a nearby companion tract where management intensity was considerably lower. The results of those
surveys are given in table 2. Beetle activity remained low
until an outbreak occurred in 1983, when the first real occasion arose to evaluate the treatments.
To date, technology transfer has been limited to inclusion
of the infomation on success in training meetings for VDF

Tabie 2-Number

of SPB spot infestations on treated (Cole) and untreated (Walker) tracts in the Virginia Piedmont

Number of beetle spots with red-topped trees
Flight date

Cole

Walker

3 (singles)
21 (16.3 acres
total kill)

chief wardens, technicims, and foresters in 1983 and 1984.
Plans for future information transfer will include a short rnagazine article for the Virginia Forestry Association.

INFLUENCE OF DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS
ON VIRGINIA FORESTS
All of the objectives described above were designed to
demonstrate the value of thinning to reduce beetle damage.
Existing photo interpretation technology was applied to locate
stands in need of thinning and harvest, and efforts to contact
landowners with problem stands were instituted. The demonstration and evaluation of promising new equipment for selective thinning provided pulpwood producers a chance to view,
observe, and evaluate. Thinning demonstrations on the State
Forest and on private land in five Piedmont counties will
provide a long-term testimony to the value of intermediate
cuts in pine management. Consulting foresters under contract
with the Division experienced firsthand the value of thinning.
A bulletin on thinning benefits was widely distributed.
The results of the Demonstration Project provided additional information to support our arguments for better silvicul-

tural management of our pine stands in Virginia. A series of
meetings with forest industq in 1985 helped to present the
case for better silvicultural management.
Publications generated by the projects included: "Evaluation
of Thinning for Reduction of Losses from Southern Pine
Beetle in Loblolly Pine Stands," by Burkhart and others
1985, submitted to Southern Journal of Applied Forestry
(pending acceptance); "Thin Your Pines-It's Good Business" (a pamphlet), published by the Virginia Division of
Forestry, 1983; ' "Identification of High-Hazard Stands for
Control Measures of Southern Pine Beetle," by Smith and
others 1981 (Remote Sensing Research Report 81 -2, 14
I

\
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I. SUMMARY AND CONCLUS
Technology transfer was a focal point of the Integrated
Pest Management Research, Development and Applications
Program for Bark Beetles of Southern Pines from the inception
of the Program in 1980. The primary function of this activity
was to develop, package, and transfer infomation in various
forms to a diversity of users. To accomplish this, it was
necessary to describe the information that would be transferred,
to identify the audience(s), to determine what would be accomplished by providing the infomation. to organize an approach
to transfening the technology, to determine the best way(s) to
communicate the information, and to evaluate the outcome of
the transfer effort.
To reach a broad and diverse spectrum of landowners and
managers in 13 southern States required that the IPM Program and Southern Region specialists work through recognized regional or local forestry organizations and associations
with established communications networks. Primary transfer
agents included State and Private forestry staffs, State forestry organizations, Extension specialists, and larger industrial and forestry association organizations engaged in broadscale pest control activities. Representatives from these groups
were continually involved in the planning and execution of
work at the Program or project level throughout the life of the
Program, and were in large part responsible for the success of
its technology transfer efforts. Researchers engaged in more
applied studies also contributed to this effort. The close working relationships among these diverse groups and individuals
produced new ideas, made researchers aware of operational
constraints, and assured that many end products would be of
direct use to the ultimate consumers.

Projects to demonstrate in~provedtechnologies and "best
management practices" were found to be a very effective
means for transfening new infomation to forest industry,
National Forests, consultants, and private nonindustrial
landowners. By evaluating the results of technology transfer
and providing feedback to the developers on a continuing
basis, it was assured that the new technoIogy would be more
readily understood and accepted by its final users. This evaluation procedure covered not only the process (how things were
done) but also the products (infomation and delivery systems)
and the consequences (impact) of the transfer efforts.
Feedback on the demonstration project approach to technology transfer was very positive. Improved, standardized
approaches to detection, evaluation, prevention, prediction,
and suppression were implemented by many organizations.
Procedures were validated under operational conditions or
improved for field application as a result of user feedback.
Each organization involved shared the results within its own
organization and with others with whom they customarily
worked. This approach reached the greatest numbers of people and utilized the most qualified transfer agents. It also
offered the opportunity for the ultimate user to get involved,
provided a means for foresters and landowners (working handin-hand with specialists) to observe and discover the application of new technology on their own land, and to work on
their own problems within the limits of their own rnanagernent objective(s) and forest and economic conditions.

V. APPEND
SPECIES MENTIONED
ION

APPENDIX I-SCIE
Insect species

Black turpentine beetle
Ips engraver beetles

Pales weevil
Southern pine beetle

Dendroctonm terebrans (Oliv.)
Ips avulsus (Eichh.)
Ips grandicollis (Eichh.)
Ips calligraphus (Germ.)
Hylobius pales (Herbst)
Dendroctonus frontalis Zimm .

Disease species

Annosus root rot
Fusiform rust
Littleleaf disease
Pitch canker

Heterobasidion annosum (Fr.) Bref.
Cronartium quercuum (Berk.) Miy. ex Shirai f.
sp. fusiforme
Phytophthora cinnamomi Rands
Fusarium moniliforme Sheld. var. subglutinans
Wollenw, and Reink.

Tree species

Slash pine
Loblolly
Shortleaf

Pinus eliottii Engelm. var, e//iottii
Pinus taeda L.
Pinus echinata Mill.

Other organisms

Blue stain
Competitive fungus

Ceratocystis minor Hedgc. (Hunt)
Phlebia gigantea

APPENDIX II-TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER GOALS, OUTPUTS,
AND PARTICIPANTS DURING THE PM PROGRAM, 1981-85
Item I--Targets and outputs of the integrated Pest Management Program for Bark Beetles of Southern Pines

Targets
Methods for measuring and predicting
impacts for making control decisions.

Outputs
Procedures for measuring bark beetle
and disease impacts.
Procedures for predicting bark beetle
and disease impacts.
Models for southern pine beetle (SPB),
fusiform rust, and annosus root rot
impacts.
Benefit!costs of management
strategies.

Increased utilization of beetlekilled timber.

Sawmill decision model.
Field procedures for determining
utilization potential of beetlekilled timber.

Measurement and roles of biological
and environmental factors affecting
beetle populations.

Sampling techniques for SPB (in
standing trees) and Ips populations
(in standing trees and logging
residue).
Description of beetle, fungal, and
microenvironmental interactions.

Methods for measuring and predicting
host susceptibility to beetle attack.

Identification of host and environmental conditions favoring beetle
attack and brood development.
Models for describing and predicting
host susceptibility to beetle attack.

Suppression and prevention tactics
for bark beetles.

Management guidelines to reduce pest
losses in natural and planted stands.
ldentification of hawesting and
thinning practices contributing to
bark beetle- and tree pathogen-caused
losses.
Bark beetle behavioral chemical
(attractant) formulations and
deployment strategies.
Registration of DursbanRand/or
SumithronRfor Ips spp. and or black
turpentine beetle control.
Determinations of efficacy and safety
of additional chemicals for bark
beetle control.

Development and incorporation of
pest management strategies into
forest management programs.

Development of pest management
systems for SPB-lps complex.
Pest management approaches incorporated
into forest management programs.

Item 2-Technology transfer teams formed during ESPBRAP and IPM Programs

Technotogy transfer

teat

Silvicultural practtces art?'
stand-rating systems

Team leader and
affiliation
Roger P. Belanger
USDA Forest Service
Southeastern Forest
Experiment Station

Program
rnvolvement
ESPBRAP

Roger Dennington
USDA Forest Service
Southern Region
Guidelines for utilizing
beetle-killed timber

Robert F. Westbrook
USDA Forest Service
Southern Region

ESPBRAP

Socioeconomic guidelines

Joseph Lewis
USDA Forest Service
Southern Region

ESPBRAP

New insecticides and improved
spray systems

John W. Taylor
USDA Forest Service
Southern Region

ESPBRAP

Sampling methods and
predictive models

Fred M. Stephen
University of Arkansas

ESPBRAP

Aerial survey and navigation
systems

J. G. Denny Ward
USDA Forest Service
Southern Region

ESPBRAP

Behavioral chemicals

Thomas L. Payne
Texas A&M University

ESPBRAP

Hostlpest interactions

T. Evan Nebeker
Mississippi State University

IPM

Integrated pest management
strategies-decision support
system

Robert N. Coulson
Texas A&M University

ESPBRAP

Michael D. Connor
USDA Forest Service
Southern Region

IPM

item %Approaches for preparation, packaging, and delivery of written and audiovisual materials
A. ESPBRAPifPM Program-supported communications
1, USDA Agriculture Handbooks, Technical Bulletins, and Agriculture Information Bulletins.

2. USDA Forest Service General Technical Reports and special reports.
3. Feature articles in professional and trade magmines.
4. Trainingieducation aids: slide-tapes, management guidelines, portable displays, hands-on microcomputer

demonstrations, training sessions for Federal and State pest management specialists.
5, Program newslettc;rs

8. Investigator-generatedcommunications
1. Technical or semipopular articles in domestic and foreign journals, government publication series, university

series, and industry or association magazines.
2. Computerized information on mainframes, minicomputers and microcomputers.

3. Trainingiawareness workshops for Federal, State, industry, nonindustrial landowners and managers, and consultants.
4. Training aids: slide-tapes, movies, videotapes, public service announcements.

5. Fact sheets, leaflets, and circulars.

6. Project newsletters (Texas Forest Service Spotlight on Southern Pine Beetle; Clehson University Integrated
Pest Management Newsletter).
7. Portable displays.

C. Communications through other organizations
1. Feature articles in professional and trade magazines.

2. Presentations at regional, national, and international symposia, work conferences, and meetings.

3. Sale of slide-tapes through SOUTHFORNET
4. Highlight statements in professional society (Entomological Society of America, Society of American Foresters),

association, Cooperative Extension Service, and Forest Service newsletters.
5. Participation in continuing education courses at universities.

6. Sale of videotapes through Mississippi State Cooperative Extension Service,

Item &Expanded Southern Pine Beet/e R&D Program, lntegrated Pest Management RD&A Program, USDA Forest Service, Southern Region,
and State forestfy organization publications and audiovisuai aids

Series, title, and publication year

Series no.

USDA Agriculture Handbooks
Southern Pine Beetles Can Kill Your Ornamental Pine (10178; reprinted 1980)

H&GB 226

A Mitl operator's Guide to Profit on Beetle-Killed Southern Pine (4179)

AH 555

A Field Guide for Ground Checking SPB Spots (11:713; reprinted 7/80, 8.83)

AH 558

An Aerial Observer's Guide to Recognizing and Reporting SPS Spots (4180)

AH 560

How to Identify Common Insect Associates of the SPB (7,'80; reprinted 10'81)

AH 563

Woodpeckers and the SPB (7180; reprinted)

AH 564

Loran-C Radio Navigation Systems as an Aid to SPB Surveys (11/80)

AH 567

A Guide for Using Beetle-Killed Pine Based on Tree Appearance (3i81)

AH 572

Direct Control Methods for the SPB (3181; reprinted 8/83)

AH 575

Silviculture Can Reduce Losses from the SPB (12/80)

AH 576

How to Interpret Radiographs of Bark Samples from Beetle-Infested Pines (3181)

AH 577

How to Conduct a SPB Aerial Detection Survey (6184)

TFS Circ. 267

Identification and Biology of Southern Pine Bark Beetles (3185)

AH 634

Rating the Susceptibility of Stands to SPB Attack (4/85)

AH 645

Distinguishing lmmatures of lnsect Associates of Southern Pine Bark Beetles (12/85]

AH 641

SAMTAM-A

AH 648

Guide to Sawmill Profitability for Green and Beetle-KilledTimber (In press)

Managing Piedmont Forests to Reduce Losses From the Littleleaf Disease-Southern Pine Beetle
Complex (In press)
lntegrated Pest Management in Southern Pine Forests (In press)
Use of an Attractant to Disrupt SPB Spot Growth (In preparation)
USDA Forest Service Technical Bulletins and General Technical Reports
Site, Stand and Host Characteristics of SPB Infestations (1981)

TB 1612

Evaluating Control Tactics for SPB (1 1/79)

TB 1613

Modeling SPB Populations (11/80)

TB 1630

The Southern Pine Beetle (10180)

TB 1631

Field and Laboratory Evaluations of Insecticides for SPB Control (1 1!81)

GTR SE-21

Utilization of Beetle-Killed Southern Pine (12/85)

GTR WO-47

Thinning Practices in Southern Pines-With

TB 1703

Pest Management Recommendations (12185)

Technology Transfer in lntegrated Forest Pest Management in the South (12/85)

GTR SE-34

USDA Agriculture Information Bulletins
Southern Pine Beetle Program Accomplishments Report (1181f

AIB 438

lntegrated Pest Management in the South-Highlights

AIB 491

of a 5-Year Program (11/85)

USDA Forest Service Southern Region Forest Pest Management
Technoiogy Update--Southern Pine Beetle Fact Sheets
Use of beetle-killed timber for lumber (10:79j
Use of beetle-killed timber for pulp, plyood, and paneling (10!79)
Setting control priorities for the SPB (10179; reprinted 4/84)
An aerial observer's guide to recognizing and reporting SPB spots (4180)
lnsecticides for the SPB (10179; reprinted 3/83, 4/84]

Series, title, and publication year
Woodpeckers can help control the SPB (5 80)
PTAEDA. A lobtolly pine growth model (6 80)
FRONSIM, a computer program model j6,80)
Use of behavioral chem~calsfor SPB suppressiowa research update (7180)
Rating the suscepttbility of pine stands to SPB attack (10 80)
The ESPBRAQ srte-stand data flle (10/80)
Loran-C navtgatron (12/80)
Use of beetle-killed timber for particleboard and hardboard (12/80]
TBAP-T~mberbenef~tsanalys~sprogram (12/80]
Salvage removal (1181)
Cut-and-leave (1 81)
Chemical contra1 (1181; reprinted 2184)
Prle-and-burn (1181; reprinted 7 84)
A method for assessing the impact of SPB damage on esthetic values (5181)
Economic impact of the SPB on recreation--one approach (5/81)
S~lv~culture:
A means of preventing losses from the SPB (6181; reprinted 4/84)
Sett~ngcontrol prior~tiesusing emergence: attack ratlos-a
DAMBUGS-A

research update (9187)

case study (9181)

Buffer strip (5182;reprinted 7/84)
Utilizat~onof beetle-k~lledsouthern pine based on tree appearance (5182)
Use of computer s~mulationmodels to predict expected tree mortality and monetary loss from
SPB spots-a research update (1183)
A research update: FERRET-the

quest~onanalysis routine for the SPB decision support system (1183)

Texas hazard-rating guide (4:83)
A computerized literature retr~evalsystem for the SPB (5184)
SAMTAM: Sawmill analysis model for green and beetle-killed southern plne tlmber (2/85)
Utrlizatlon gu~desfor green and beetle-killed timber (Subm~tted6/83)
CLEMBEETLE*
TAMBEETLE*
TFS spot growth*
Arkansas SPB*
PIEDMONT RISK*
SPB COMP*
Fustform rust y~eld-slash*
GY-ANNOSUS*
SPB decision support system*
MS Hazara 6"
NF RISK*
TFS GRID HAZARD*
AR HAZARD*
MOUNTAIN RISK*
IPM Dec~slonKey*

Series No.

Series. title, and publication year
Aer~alGA*
Borax for annosus prevention*
Estimating the sever~tyof annosus root rot in ioblolly pine stands*
Slide-tapes
The biology and identification of the SPB. (46 slides, 7-minute tape)
insects associated with the SPB. (79 slides, 14-minute tape)
Building among the pines. (121 slides, 19-minute tape)
Control methods for the SPB. (80 slides, 16-minute tape)
Silviculture can reduce SPB losses, (65 slides, 9-minute tape)
Chemical control of SPB. (50 slides, 9-minute tape)
Applying integrated pest management in southern forests. (80 slides, l4-minute tape)
Fusiform rust (In preparation)
Annosus root rot: management strategies to minimize damage (In preparation)
Littleleaf management strategies (In preparation)
Portable displays
Hazard rating for SPB, annosus root rot, fusiform rust, and littleleaf disease
Utilization of beetle-killed wood
Integrated forest pest management
Professional journal articles
The Southern Lumberman (Applefield 1983; Westbrook and others 1981)
Southern Journal of Applied Forestry (Thatcher and others 1982)
Forest Farmer (Belanger and others 1983; Thatcher 1984, 1985)
The Consultant (Hertel and others 1983)
Forests and People (Branham 1984; Branham and Nettleton 1985)
--

* All of these fact sheets were submitted in 1984 or/ 1985 and will have been ~ ~ s u e
byd the time thls publ~cat~on
goes to press

Series No.

ltern Ei---Models used in training pest management specialists in predicting southern pine beetle and disease trends, tree mortality, and economic
losses

Models

Purpose

Hazard rating
TFS Grid Hazard

To rate susceptibility of Texas Forest Servlce 18,000-acre grid blocks to SPB infestat~on.

AR Hazard

To estimate relative susceptibility of Arkansas pine stands to SPB anack.

MS Hazard B

To determine the relative hazard of timber stands to SPB attack in Mississippi and Alabama.

TX Hazard

To rate relative susceptibility of pine stands to SPB attack and timber loss in Gulf Coastai Plain.

NF Risk

To rate relative risk of prne stands to SPB attack on National Forests in the South,

Piedmont Risk

To determine the risk of natural stands suffering loss due to SPB attack In the Piedmont.

Mountain Risk

To evaluate forest stands in the southern Appalachrans for susceptibility to SPB infestation.

Trend models
SPB Comp

To predict a change in SPB-infested area from the previous year for specified multicounty climatic districts.

Aerial GA

To predict the number of SPB spots per acre in a given year for the Piedmont of Georgia.

Southeast Surveil

To project the percentage of the southeastern U.S. with SPB act~vityin current year based upon SPB activity
in a subsample of the region.

Southeast Predict

To predict SPB infestation coverage over the Southeast for next year based upon SPB activity in the current
year in a subsample of the region,

Spot growth models
TAMBEETLE

To predict short-term (30 to 90 days) growth potential of existing SPB spots, tree mortality, and economic losses
in currently infested planted and natural stands.

Arkansas SPB

To predict short-term (30 to 90 daysj SPB population growth, tree mortality, and economic loss in currently infested loblolly andior shortleaf pine stands.

TFS Spot Growth

To predict tree mortality and economic losses caused by SPB infestations over next 30 days during summer
months.

E/A Ratio

To predict the relative increase in number of SPB-infested trees on a spot-by-spotbasis during next 3 to 6 months.

Management simulation
CLEMBEETLE

To simulate the probability of spot occurrence and expected loss caused by SPB in single or multiple loblolly or
shortleaf pine stands for periods as short as a year or as long as a rotation.

ITEMS (Integrated
Timberi Economics
Management Simulator)

To simulate the performance of one or more pine stands under varied management regimes and levels of SPB
activity over a period of years.

Management information and
decision support systems
SPB Decision Support System

To help forest and pest managers analyze questions regarding southern forest and SPB pest management and to
provide the latest technology available for management decisionmaking,

IPM-DK (Integrated
Pest Management
Decision Key)

To provide a listing of currently recommended management options for preventing or reducing losses caused by
insects and diseases in a variety of management situations.

Other
SPBEEP (Southern
Pine Beetle Economic
Evaluation Procedure)

A computertzed procedure for analyzing the economic benefits and costs associated with SPB control projects rnvolving satvage removal.

Fusiform Rust YieldSlash

To predict yields by diameter class at rotation age from unthinned slash pine plantations infected with fusiform
rust.

Stump Treatment wrth
Borax

To provide an economic analysfs of the use of borax stump treatment during thinning of prne stands on hrghhazard annosus root rot sites.

,

APPENDIX Ill-IPM

PROGRAM APPLICATIONS PLAN

Title: Forest management strategies for preventing or reducing beetle- and pathogen-caused losses: silvicultural treatment of planted stands in the Atlantic Coastal Plain.
Investigators: R. P. Belanger, PrincipalSilviculturtst, T. Miller, Project Leader, R. S. Webb, Assistant Professor, and J. F,
Godbee, Project Leader, Pest Management.
Performing Organizations: Southeastern Forest Experiment Station, Athens, GA; Untversity of Florida, Gainesville, FL;
and Union Camp Corporation, Rincon, GA,
1. Message:

Maintaining healthy stands is the key to effective forest pest management. Guidelines are presented
that describe stand, site, and individual tree characteristics that are associated with stands highly susceptible to beetle- and pathogen-caused losses. SPB, Ips spp., BTB, fusiform rust, and annosus root
rot are the major pests covered. Cultural treatments are recommended that will reduce losses from
these pests.

2. Audience:

Forest managers, foresters, researchers, pest management specialists, and service and "linker"
organizations.

3. Objective:

The incorporation of pest prevention strategies into forest management planning and practice.

4. Team:

Silvicultural practices and stand-rating systems TT team.

5. Media:

Scientific publications, compendia, how-to handbooks, fact sheets, field demonstrations, slide-tape
presentations, workshops, and symposia.

6. Evaluation:

The effectiveness of technology transfer will be evaluated by determining:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Number of management plans that contain new technology.
Number of acres rated for susceptibility to attack by insects and diseases.
Number of acres treated to reduce losses from insects and diseases.
Biological and economic gains from implementation of pest management strategies.

7 , Identifying additional research needs: Implementation of integrated pest management strategies in operational resource management is in its infancy. The researcher, technology transfer specialist, and user must
make an effort to recognize and communicate additional research and applications needed to reduce
losses from insects and diseases.

